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Chapter 711 - Born Arrogant 

Today was the fourth day since Yun Che came to the Divine Phoenix City. 

In the span of four days, not only had he thrown Divine Phoenix City in disarray, he had also caused 

news of this incident to spread to every corner of Sky Profound Continent. In the first place, the news of 

Yun Che returning alive was enough to stir the entire continent, but the things he had done in Divine 

Phoenix City in these past few days... especially the incident of him killing two princes and five Phoenix 

Elders yesterday, swept towards the seven nations of the continent like a storm in merely a single night. 

Whether it was Divine Phoenix Empire or the other six nations, to all of them, this was the most 

shocking incident since the founding of their own nations. The first response when anyone heard the 

news, was that they could not believe it no matter what. 

This was the first time in history that the dignity of the unrivalled Divine Phoenix Empire was being 

stepped on... and it was even being stepped on to such an extent. Furthermore, their opponent, was 

merely a single person. 

Even the Four Sacred Grounds themselves had long known about this matter, and were also paying 

great attention to it. 

The night passed, and when Yun Che opened his eyes, the sky was already bright. However, he did not 

choose what time he wanted to wake up. Rather, he was awakened by the activity of his voice 

transmission jade. 

As soon as he took out the voice transmission jade, the voice of a calm middle-aged man sounded from 

within, “There are two additional Monarch auras in the Divine Phoenix Sect this morning. One of them is 

at late-stage Second Level of the Sovereign Profound Realm, while the other is at middle-stage Third 

Level of the Sovereign Profound Realm. Do take care.” 

The one who sent the voice transmission was actually Zi Ji of the Black Moon Merchant Guild. 

“Not only did he take the initiative to inform you, the old man had even personally sent the voice 

transmission himself. Hmph, it seems like he really cares about you a lot, huh.” Jasmine coldly said. 

“Care?” Yun Che curled his lips, “That’s because I have a ‘teacher’ behind my back who is strong to the 

point of being unprecedented and catastrophic; a ‘teacher’ who should definitely not be offended. That 

is what made him feel that it’s best to display his goodwill. If this layer of illusion is broken, with his 

shrewdness, there’s a huge possibility... no, he will definitely want me dead more than anyone else. In 

regards to a large power that had been established and had dominated an entire continent for ten 

thousand years, something that could possibly become a threatening force, definitely cannot be allowed 

to exist... With my irregular talent and speed of growth that had already been exposed right in their 

eyes, I’m naturally one of those people that can possibly put them in a threatened position.” 

“It’s good that you know.” Jasmine arrogantly said. 

“Divine Phoenix Sect is the same as well.” Yun Che flew into the air and looked in the direction of Divine 

Phoenix City, “In just five thousand years, the Divine Phoenix Sect had already approached the degree of 



strength possessed by the Sacred Grounds by simply borrowing the Phoenix bloodline. In another five 

thousand years, with the advantage of borrowing a divine spirit’s bloodline, there’s a huge possibility 

that they would surpass the Four Sacred Grounds. The reason why the Divine Phoenix Sect had been 

stable and peaceful these five thousand years was due to the existence of the Divine Phoenix. If the 

illusion of the Divine Phoenix still being alive is destroyed, even the dumbest of person can predict what 

would happen to the Divine Phoenix Sect.” 

Speaking up to this point, Yun Che’s brows slightly moved... Could the absurd actions Divine Phoenix 

Empire had done to the Blue Wind Empire be preparation for the crisis that might happen in the future? 

After all, there would also be a time where wind could even seep through the thickest of walls. 

Even if that was the case... No matter what the reason was, considering the sins Divine Phoenix Empire 

committed against Blue Wind Nation, they would have to suffer ten times the costs no matter what! 

———————————— 

Feng Hengkong had not slept a wink for four days. In the first place, he had not suffered any severe 

injuries, and as of this moment, even the injury on his arm was no longer serious. However, the impact 

his inner heart suffered had no possibility to subside in such a short span of time... In just three short 

days, four of his sons had died, and all of them died in right in front of his eyes. Furthermore, every 

single one of them was completely burnt away; forget about having a corpse, even a trace of ash was 

not left behind. A heavy impact like this was something any regular person wouldn’t be able to take, let 

alone he, the Divine Phoenix Sect Master, as well as the Emperor of Divine Phoenix Empire. 

Within the half-destroyed and messy Phoenix Main Hall, all of the various Phoenix Elders and princes 

were lined up. However, their faces carried not anxiety nor hatred, but instead joy and excitement. At 

the very end of the hall, there were two others sitting on both sides of Feng Hengkong... their seats 

were actually positioned at the same level as Feng Hengkong’s. 

These two were elders with heavy vicissitudes imprinted on their faces. Their beards were snow-white, 

yet their hair had a rich dark crimson color. Around their bodies, fire spirits occasionally danced about, 

and an incomparably heavy pressure was being released from their bodies. Currently, their slightly 

sunken brows and eyes, which were emitting out cold lights, had greatly caused everyone to hold their 

breaths. 

“Four princes of our Divine Phoenix Sect have actually been consecutively killed... Outrageous!” The 

voice of the elder on the right was as heavy as a gong, and due to his anger, the temperature of the 

entire hall suddenly rose. 

“Why did you not mention this matter to the Grand Sect Master?” The elder on the left said. 

“Royal Father’s personality is as violent as flames. We were momentarily timid, and did not dare to 

clearly speak of it. We wanted to inform Royal Father after we took down that bastard Yun Che.” Feng 

Hengkong closed his eyes, his constantly twitching face and neck highlighted the unsuppressable hatred 

and pain in his heart. 

“All of us are incapable. To actually have to involve two Grand Elders to personally come out of 

seclusion, we are truly ashamed.” Great Elder Feng Feilie uttered shamefully. 



“With two Grand Elders here, if Yun Che still dares to come, then today will be his funeral!” Feng Ximing 

gritted his teeth and said. 

For the two elders sitting next to Feng Hengkong, their ages both exceeded five hundred years 

respectively. Not only were they from the generation of Grand Elders in the Divine Phoenix Sect, they 

were also two out of the nine Grand Elders who had broken through the Sovereign Profound Realm. 

The one seated on the left was named Feng Tianyu, while the one seated on the right was named Feng 

Tianqing. They both belonged to the same vein as the Grand Sect Master of Divine Phoenix Sect, 

carrying the first name “Tian”. Currently, they had already become the cornerstone-like existences of 

Divine Phoenix Sect. 

“The sin of this person, cannot simply be repaid with ‘death’!” Feng Tianyu furiously said. 

“Other than the four princes, how many people from within the sect have died because of that Yun 

Che?” Compared to Feng Tianyu, Feng Tianqing was much calmer, however, he similarly had pupils 

which had completely turned crimson red, highlighting that the astonishment and anger in his heart was 

definitely not any weaker than Feng Tianyu’s. Because within Divine Phoenix Sect’s five thousand years 

of history, they had never received such humiliation before. 

Feng Ximing respectfully said, “On the first day, only Fourteenth Little Brother died under his hands. On 

the second day, Thirteenth Little Brother and nine guardian disciples, a total of ten, died. Yesterday, two 

Royal Little Brothers and five elders died under his hands... And ninety-three others were burnt to ashes. 

There’s also three hundred or so people who had suffered injuries of different degrees. In order to save 

royal father, twenty-first elder has suffered severe injuries, and until now, he has yet to wake from his 

coma.” 

“One hundred and eleven people... Heh. It seems that he must suffer one hundred and eleven times of 

pain worse than death, before he can fully repay his debt.” Feng Tianyu’s expression turned cold and 

sinister. 

At this moment, an uproar suddenly echoed from outside. Following after, an evidently panicky voice 

rang, “Yun Che... Yun Che is here!!” 

Huuu!! 

All of the people present in the entire Phoenix Main Hall, other than the two Grand Elders, suddenly 

stood up at exactly the same instant. And a single moment like this showed that Yun Che had already 

planted a terrifying shadow in their hearts. 

“Yun Che...” Feng Hengkong tightly clenched both of his fists; with a low voice, he chanted the name of 

whom he hated the most in his entire life, “It’s time for you... to repay your debt!!” 

Boom!! 

Flames erupted, and Feng Hengkong instantly charged towards the skies, once again forming another 

humongous hole in the roof of the hall, which was already dilapidated in the first place. The crowd of 

Phoenix Elders loudly shouted “Sect Master”, before quickly flying into the air, and followed him closely 

from behind. 



In the direction of the gate to Divine Phoenix City, Yun Che was still floating in the same position as 

yesterday. His arms were crossed in front of his chest, and his face carried a cold smile... His actions and 

expression were exactly the same as yesterday. 

Compared to Yun Che, however, the reactions of the people from Divine Phoenix Sect were greatly 

different from yesterday. Their expressions looked especially assured, and their gazes on Yun Che were 

as though they were looking at a dead man. Some of their faces even revealed a joyful, cold smile... as 

though they could already see the scene of Yun Che falling in their hands, allowing them to wantonly 

vent out their hatred and frustration. 

“Feng Hengkong, you sure came here to welcome me rather quickly today.” Yun Che’s gaze still locked 

onto Feng Hengkong alone, and his tone was even more scornful than the day before. “Today, have you 

thought it through and prepared to obediently listen to me, or... are you going to continue watching 

your sons and disciples suffer miserable deaths one after another in front of your eyes, hmm? 

“Oh, of course. I still have to very kindly remind you that it’s best that you listen to me obediently, 

otherwise, if all of your sons were to die off, your Sect Master and emperor’s seat, will no longer have a 

single successor.” 

“Yun Che, your death is already imminent, yet you’re still being arrogant.” Feng Feilie said with a cold 

smile, “Do you think you can still leave this place alive today!?” 

“Oh?” Yun Che slightly narrowed his eyes, “My death is imminent? In these few days, I seemed to have 

heard these four words from you people more than ten times. Unfortunately, even now, not a single 

strand of my hair has been damaged. As for your Divine Phoenix Sect... Heh. So pitiful, sad, and 

laughable.” 

“Heheheheh... He really is as arrogant as the rumors say.” 

Responding to Yun Che was an old and mighty voice. Following this voice, two crimson red figures slowly 

floated into the air from the Phoenix Main Hall, carrying peerless pressure that was as heavy as a 

mountain, enveloping the entire Divine Phoenix Sect. They coldly watched Yun Che; the intense aura 

and pressure they carried had even brought the surrounding winds of several dozen kilometers into 

stillness. 

It was as though in this space, they were the dictators between heaven and earth. 

Yun Che put down his arms from his chest and unhurriedly shifted them behind his back. He gave the 

two elders a glance and said with a light, cold smile. “Looking at how the confidence of you people had 

inflated several hundred times, I was wondering which deity had been invited over. However, you 

people have only called out two old undead farts. You people should at least call out Feng Tianwei as 

well. Merely Feng Tianyu and Feng Tianqing... Are you telling me that among the generation of Grand 

Elders of Divine Phoenix Sect, only a bunch of trash remained?” 

Feng Huwei’s soul carried memories about the generation of Grand Elders, so when Yun Che saw Feng 

Tianyu and Feng Tianqiang, it was only natural that he could fluently call out their names. 

Feng Tianyu’s and Feng Tianqing’s expression changed at the same time... They had appeared carrying a 

majestic aura, and they had even locked their Phoenix Spiritual Pressure on Yun Che the first 



opportunity they had. Initially, they had thought that with just their spiritual pressure, it would be 

sufficient to make Yun Che quiver in fear, and even cause his mind collapse. 

However, the scene before them was totally out of their expectations. After their appearance, not only 

did Yun Che not reveal any fear or anxiety, there wasn’t even a single change to his expression. The aura 

from his body did not stir in the slightest either; his calmness looked as though he was looking at two 

ants jumping out from the ground. 

Not only was he not suppressed by their aura, he had even fluently called out their names... And then, 

not only was he not afraid of their names, his every word, and every expression, was all filled with scorn 

and disdain. 

He was actually scorning and mocking the Grand Elders of Divine Phoenix Sect... Two figures who had 

achieved the Sovereign Profound Realm, who had become the gods among people who practice the 

profound cultivation, and two figures who could truly look down on the entire world!! 

Chapter 712 - Battling a Monarch 

“Hoho. After not seeing the sun and moon for a hundred years, I would have never expected that the 

current fledglings would actually become this unaware of the difference between heaven and earth.” 

His slightly changed expression quickly calmed down; Feng Tianyu was not angered because of Yun Che 

words, instead, he slowly shook his head as he let out a pitiful sigh. 

“Ignorant junior, how are you worthy of calling out the name of our Divine Phoenix Grand Sect Master?” 

Feng Tianqing asked with a solemn voice. 

Their two faces looked as calm as before, but deep inside, both of their hearts were surging with waves 

of emotions... They had already repeatedly confirmed that the profound aura emitted from Yun Che’s 

body was indeed merely at the third level of the Emperor Profound Realm. 

Although they had long discovered his strength through Feng Hengkong’s description, they were still 

shocked in their hearts after personally witnessing him themselves. With just the strength of the 

Emperor Profound, he had actually consecutively killed several princes and elders, forcing the Divine 

Phoenix Sect to have no choice but to call upon the grand generation for help. Just how incredible was 

this? 

In this world, such a person actually existed!? 

“Oh? I can’t understand those words.” Yun Che said with a cold smile, “Even I feel ashamed and 

saddened in place of your Grand Sect Master Feng Tianwei for bearing a son like Feng Hengkong whom 

cannot even be compared to pigs and dogs, does not carry any conscience, and should be struck by 

lightning from the heavens themselves. I’m not worthy of calling out his name? Heh. Even by calling out 

his full name, I feel that my mouth has been dirtied a little, pooh!” 

“Impudent!!” 

Ever since the establishment of the Divine Phoenix Sect five thousand years ago, who dared to humiliate 

the name of the Grand Sect Master in such a manner!? Even the Four Great Sacred Grounds definitely 

wouldn’t dare to do so! Even Feng Tianyu’s and Feng Tianwei’s states of mind and soul, which had been 

refined for several hundred years, were completely enraged from Yun Che’s words... They had already 



seen Yun Che’s arrogance for themselves when they first met, but they never expected that he would be 

arrogant and impudent to such an extent!! 

“Fledgling, you sure have huge guts to actually dare humiliate my divine sect’s Grand Sect Master!!” 

Feng Tianyu said with great anger. 

“Grand Elder, no need to be agitated by him.” Feng Hengkong suddenly said with a solemn voice. “This 

devilspawn’s state of mind is irregular. Three years ago, his profound strength was merely at the Earth 

Profound Realm, yet when he was facing our divine sect alone, he was incomparably calm. Currently, 

although he’s calm, it’s definitely impossible for him not to fear you two Grand Elders. Evidently, his 

words are used to purposefully anger you, Grand Elders, in order to seek for the opportunity to flee 

while you two Grand Elders are in great fury!” 

“This boy is incomparably sly and possesses various deceptive tricks, making it hard to come up with 

preventive measures against him. Grand Elders, there’s completely no need to waste any of your saliva 

with him... Simply kill him this instant!!” 

When Feng Hengkong’s words fell, Feng Tianyu had already risen with wind-breaking speed. A flaming 

long halberd appeared horizontally in the air, and it pierced straight towards Yun Che. “Arrogant 

devilspawn, die!!” 

When the Monarch made a move, the instant eruption of aura caused several tens of thousands of 

Phoenix disciples to tumble onto the ground from the blast of force; at the same time, several 

kilometers of wind and sand violently rose. 

Yun Che’s figure blurred; in one Star God’s Broken Shadow, he lightly dodged, causing Feng Tianyu’s 

attack to simply strike air and pierce through a blurred image. Suddenly, a profound glow appeared on 

Yun Che’s body, and with the Extreme Mirage Lightning, he headed towards the southeastern direction 

like a bolt of lightning. 

“Feng Hengkong, it seems like you’re still not prepared to listen to me obediently today and you have 

even called out two old undead farts. Hahahaha... You’d best not regret it!!” 

As a level three Monarch, the attack he struck towards a Throne was actually completely dodged, and 

the flaming halberd, which was created through his Monarch fire energy, had merely pierced a blurred 

image. Because of this, Feng Tianyu was both astonished and enraged in an instant. He quickly raised his 

body as phoenix flames surged forth from his entire body and immediately chased after Yun Che. “Let 

me see where you’re thinking of fleeing to! Today, this old man will personally burn you into ashes!!” 

Feng Tianqing rose into the sky, but just as he was about give chase as well, Feng Tianyu’s voice sounded 

from afar, “Tianqing, stay within the sect. This devilspawn does not have the qualifications to have both 

of us attack at the same time!” 

Feng Tianqing’s profound energy instantly retracted. He looked towards the direction where Yun Che 

and Feng Tianyu was heading to, and his face was filled with astonishment, “It seems that what you 

have said wasn’t an exaggeration. A mere Throne is actually capable of displaying such speed! It’s 

seemingly comparable to Tianyu’s!” 



“There’s an extremely high possibility that the profound movement skill he’s executing is the Thief God 

Clan’s Extreme Mirage Lightning. Extreme Mirage Lightning is, after all, the officially recognized number 

one profound movement skill of the Profound Sky Continent.” Feng Hengkong hatefully stated. 

“But it’s definitely impossible for him to escape from Tianyu’s grasp.” Feng Tianqing plainly said, 

“Although his speed is sufficient to compete with Tianyu’s, when it comes to the depth of profound 

energy, the difference between him and Tianyu can be said to be of heaven and earth. It might be hard 

for Tianyu to catch up to him within a short amount of time, but as time progresses, Yun Che’s profound 

energy will definitely quickly deplete, and when that time comes, hmph, I wonder if he will still be as 

arrogant.” 

Yun Che, with Extreme Mirage Lightning enveloping his body, moved at wind-breaking speed, as Divine 

Phoenix City passed by below him at an extreme speed. In a distance of two kilometers behind him, 

Feng Tianyu’s Phoenix flames burned from his body; wherever he went, blazing waves of wind would 

start to swirl. His eyes stared deeply at Yun Che’s figure, yet, his heart was growing more and more 

astonished... Although he was not losing his target from his line of sight the entire time, he was still 

unable to close the distance between him and Yun Che even after using his full strength. He had chased 

him for a long time, yet, he was still two kilometers apart from Yun Che. 

He, a mighty level three Monarch, with his full speed, was actually unable to catch up to a level three 

Throne!! 

If someone were to bring up this matter to him, he would definitely take it as a huge joke. But as of this 

moment, this situation was happening on himself! 

With speed like that, it was no wonder Feng Hengkong would be forced to such an extent. 

The clouds in the sky above were brutally blasted away by two violent waves of air. Not long after, two 

people, one behind the other, had flown away from the boundaries of Divine Phoenix City as they 

charged towards the southeast. 

After traversing a hundred kilometers away from Divine Phoenix City, Feng Tianyu’s expression fiercely 

focused all of a sudden. In his line of sight, Yun Che’s figure was gradually enlarging... The distance 

between the two had begun to shorten, closing in at a considerably quick pace. 

Feng Tianyu’s brows twitched as his face revealed a color of joy... Although Yun Che’s speed was 

astonishing, when it came to endurance, how could it possibly compare to his? The flames on his body 

surged, and his speed faintly increased a notch again. Just as he was about to shout out, he suddenly 

saw that Yun Che’s figure which was in front of him, quickly closed in... 

He actually stopped in midair and even turned to face him. 

“Heh, have you finally given up!?” Feng Tianyu coldly laughed. He did not ignore the words spoken by 

Feng Hengkong back then, and he did not have the slightest plan to stop and play with his prey. 

Reaching out his right arm, the flames on his body instantly expanded, forming eight bulky flaming 

pillars that blasted straight towards Yun Che. 



They were engulfing flames coming from a Monarch. The moment eight blasts of Phoenix flames came 

charging forth, the space surrounding Yun Che had already twisted into countless spirals. All of the 

elements, sound, and even rays of light were being completely engulfed by the Monarch’s flames. 

Yun Che’s complexion sank, and his gaze became cold and calm. His body was suspended in midair, yet 

he did not have the slightest of intention to dodge. On his body, Phoenix flames were similarly set 

ablaze, and his two arms, which were crossed in front of his chest, were suddenly swung apart. 

In an instant, eight similar pillars of Phoenix flames whizzed out from his body, carrying fiery radiance 

that was even deeper and hotter than Feng Tianyu’s, as they charged towards the incoming eight blasts 

of Phoenix flames. 

Sixteen blasts of Phoenix flames, like sixteen hideous-looking dancing fire pythons, struck against each 

other in midair. 

With a loud bang, the earth instantly split opened into several dozens of giant cracks. Soil and dirt burst 

into the air like a fountain, reaching up to three hundred meters in height. The flaming light, which 

soared to the skies, actually reached up to several hundred meters in height; a crimson red radiance had 

even illuminated the entire sky for several seconds. 

When the red light dispersed, the originally considerably flat ground below Yun Che and Feng Tianyu 

had already turned into a gigantic, deep crater, and fiery stars scattered about in the air. Looking at the 

completely unharmed Yun Che, Feng Tianyu’s expression finally had a slight change... Although these 

were Phoenix flames which he had merely casually thrown out, they were still profound energy of the 

Monarch level! Even if Yun Che was really as strong as Feng Hengkong had described, at the very least, 

he should have been heavily injured by the flames. 

However, even in his dreams would he not expect that the Phoenix flames that he dished out, would 

actually be completely nullified by Yun Che! 

Feng Tianyu did not continue attacking. With eagle-like eyes, he stared straight at Yun Che, “Sect Master 

had told this old man that even though your profound strength is merely at the third level of the 

Emperor Profound Realm, in terms of ability, you’re comparable to a half-step Monarch! At first, this old 

man did not believe it, but seeing it now, Sect Master’s evaluation wasn’t the least bit exaggerated. 

“To be capable of unleashing might comparable to that of a half-step Monarch with profound energy of 

the Emperor Profound, forget about this old man, even in the history of Profound Sky Continent, there 

had never been an appearance of someone with talent that had reached such heights. Just by this level 

of talent alone, it isn’t an exaggeration to call you number one throughout the ages of Profound Sky 

Continent,” Feng Tianyu’s words were filled with praise, but the killing intent in his gaze had turned even 

heavier, “But, you just had to court death by coming to our Divine Phoenix Sect!! It seems this old man 

will have no choice but to kill a true genius today!” 

“Oh, then I really have to trouble you to personally make a move.” Yun Che said with a sarcastic look. 

“Since you know of this old man’s name, then you should most likely know of this old man’s strength. It 

seems like you’re not that stupid, being aware that no matter how you run, it’s merely a meaningless 

struggle!” Feng Tianyu raised his hand, and an extremely dense amount of Phoenix flames gathered 

above his palm, “Ever since this old man stepped into the realm of Monarchs, this old man has never 



made a move against anyone whose age is below three hundred years. With your talent, dying under 

this old man’s hands wouldn’t be considered as an injustice either!” 

“Unfortunately, you’re more stupid than I thought.” Yun Che began to lightly laugh, “Do you really think 

I was running? Heh, I merely lured you into a place that will become a suitable grave for you! If I really 

wanted to flee, with your speed, you don’t even have the qualifications to eat the dust behind my butt.” 

“Even till the end, you still spout off such arrogant words. Die!!” 

Feng Tianyu roared out violently; with a flip of his hand, a “phoenix arrow” smashed towards Yun Che. 

This time, he used a total of fifty percent of his profound strength. The phoenix arrow he threw swirled 

up a flaming tornado, carrying a thundering roar. 

Yun Che’s expression was completely stern... Jasmine had already informed him that Feng Tianyu’s 

profound strength was at the mid-stage third level of the Sovereign Profound Realm. Other than 

repelling Duke Huai once, and the occasional spars with Yun Qinghong in the Illusory Demon Realm, this 

was the first time he was facing a Monarch in its truest sense! And he was even a mortal enemy who 

wished to put him to death! 

Before, Jasmine had told him that if he unleashed his full strength, he could roughly reach the power 

level of a level three Monarch. But because his bloodline, physique, profound arts, and even killing 

moves cannot be compared to any profound practitioner in the Profound Sky Continent, in the same 

level of strength, he could be said to be an invincible existence... In other words, his profound strength 

could reach that belonging to a level three Monarch’s, but anyone with the same profound strength of a 

level three Monarch could never be his match. 

And Feng Tianyu was even using Phoenix flames as well, largely reducing the threat towards him! 

Hence, he was confident that there was no reason that he would lose to Feng Tianyu! 

“Purgatory!!” 

With a growl, Yun Che’s Purgatory gate was opened. The profound glow on his body and even the pupils 

in his eyes were instantly dyed with a crimson red color. In an instant, the aura of profound energy 

emitted from his entire body had even more so wildly expanded in an explosive manner. 

A violent torrent of profound energy came rushing forward, as though a large hammer was smashed 

forward. Sensing the change in profound aura from Yun Che’s body, Feng Tianyu’s expression suddenly 

underwent a great change; his pair of pupils shrank to the size of a needle width, “Wh... What!?” 

Because, this was a profound aura which seemed to carry a power level not any less than his!! 

Chapter 713 - Heavy Sword Suppression 

Yun Che, whose strength was fully unleashed, actually reached out his arm and directly grabbed the 

incoming phoenix arrow that was shot at him. Following his growl, the phoenix arrow, which was 

condensed with an extremely powerful phoenix fire energy, was ruthlessly shattered in Yun Che’s palm. 

It turned into two distorted lumps of residual flames, which Yun Che swept to the back. 

“Ooo!!” Feng Tianyu’s pupils enlarged, and under his shock-filled expression, even a hint of fear could be 

discerned. 



“The one who’s going to die is you!” Yun Che ignited the Phoenix blood within his body. Behind him, a 

clear image of a phoenix appeared in a flash, and in an instant, the pressure of a phoenix superimposed 

with his profound aura; the power it unleashed had even faintly suppressed Feng Tianyu. 

Yun Che’s arm blasted out, and in a split second, the Phoenix flames that erupted diffused into the 

entire space. Between heaven and earth, what remained was only an extremely pure crimson red color. 

With the Evil God’s Fire Seed within his body, his speed of circulating fire energy was something that 

even Feng Tianyu, who had cultivated Phoenix flame energy for six hundred odd years could not 

compare with. 

The flames, which instantly filled his entire vision, escalated the astonishment within Feng Tianyu’s 

heart even more. The approaching Phoenix flames caused his protective profound energy to tremble 

intensely, and because of that, he no longer dared to be careless or belittle his opponent. With the 

fastest speed possible, he circulated his profound energy to eighty percent, causing a gigantic torrent of 

flames to erupt from his entire body. 

“Phoenix Flames Searing Heaven!!” 

Boom!! 

Like a gigantic rock of three kilometers in length being thrown into a calm sea, the air within a radius of 

several dozen kilometers was violently expelled, bringing about a strikingly terrifying ripple. The entire 

sky completely changed in color, and under the searing red light, two balls of phoenix flames that were 

capable of scorching the earth, intensely clashed into one another, burning, tearing, and engulfing each 

other. 

And this, was merely the beginning. Under the collision and engulfing of the two spheres of explosive 

phoenix flames, not only did they not gradually extinguish and disperse away, rather, they were 

expanding at an astonishing speed. The crimson red color grew even deeper, and within several dozen 

kilometers, all plant life were set ablaze. Under the enveloping flames, even rocks began to quickly melt. 

Boom boom boom boom boom boom... 

When it came to the richness of profound energy, Yun Che naturally could not be compared with Feng 

Tianyu. However, when it came to using the same Phoenix flames, Yun Che’s realm of profound arts, his 

understanding of the laws, and his control over fire energy, all suppressed Feng Tianyu, even if the latter 

was an almighty Monarch! 

Although Yun Che’s sudden increase of profound energy shocked Feng Tianyu, subconsciously, he still 

did not think that Yun Che possessed the necessary strength to fight him. However against this simple 

blast of flames, he had already used a total of eighty percent of his profound strength. Yet, not only was 

he unable to suppress Yun Che’s Phoenix flames, he even began to feel an increasing pressure after a 

short stalemate. 

“Ha!!” 

A gigantic image of a phoenix appeared behind Feng Tianyu. As he raised his profound strength to ninety 

percent, the Phoenix flames on his body once again erupted, stirring a gigantic fire whirlpool, and 

forcefully suppressing Yun Che’s phoenix flames in an instant. 



“Break it!!” 

The Phoenix flames blasted apart, causing the space to shatter. Countless spatial fragments shot out like 

needles, penetrating the blue skies and the earth. Under the torrent of flames, Yun Che and Feng Tianyu 

were separated far apart. Feng Tianyu’s pupils shrank as he stared deeply at Yun Che... From what he 

saw, even though Yun Che was blasted further away, his expression was still calm and did not look one 

bit pale. Only his clothes showed signs of damage, but there wasn’t any hint of injury on his body. 

Twenty-two years old... Third Level of the Emperor Profound Realm... Yet, just from the collision of pure 

Profound Energy, he was forced to use ninety percent of his strength. This was a situation where he 

never would have even dreamt of in the past. 

“This child... definitely cannot be left alive!” 

Only after exchanging blows with Yun Che, did Feng Tianyu, who did not even place Yun Che in his eyes 

in the beginning, truly realize the terror that was Yun Che. At the age of twenty-two, Yun Che already 

possessed such power; Feng Tianyu couldn’t imagine just what kind of terrifying realm he would achieve 

if he reached his own age. And this person was even Divine Phoenix Sect’s mortal enemy... 

No matter what, at all costs, he must die!! 

“Who is... your teacher?” The muscles and blood veins in Feng Tianyu’s entire body tensed up, and 

around his body, an increasingly concentrated amount of fire spirits began to appear. Realizing how 

terrifying Yun Che was, he had decided to send this junior to his grave within the shortest time possible; 

he was no longer hesitant to use his full strength. If he was kept alive... in the future, he will definitely be 

the nightmare of Divine Phoenix Sect. 

And like everyone else, he wanted to know who could actually bring up such a disciple that could even 

shock a Monarch like him to the core! 

“You’re still not qualified to know.” Yun Che coldly said. 

“Then you can die now.” Feng Tianyu never hoped to receive an answer from Yun Che’s own mouth 

either. With his arms spread open, his hair straightened up amidst the flames, and the phoenix image 

behind him released a resounding and ear-piercing phoenix cry. 

He wasn’t releasing any phoenix flames from his body, but the temperature of the air was rising at a 

terrifying speed. The space was also quickly turning crimson red amidst the distortion. The shattered 

stones and sand particles on the ground were trembling, and even a large number of them began to 

float in the air. 

“Phoenix Domain!!” After the sudden flash in Feng Tianyu’s eyes, the surrounding area of a few dozen 

kilometers instantly turned into a gigantic sea of flames. Within the burning sea, countless Phoenix 

Flame Silhouettes were dancing willfully and letting out long cries, releasing a destructive force that 

could potentially burn everything away. 

In the large flaming domain, Feng Tianyu and Yun Che were situated exactly at the center. Feng Tianyu 

raised both of his hands. In his domain, he was naturally its dictator. He could change the domain and 

circulate every corner of its power as he pleased. Everything within the domain would become his 

advantage, “Fledgeling, before you die, use your life to properly witness what a domain at the Monarch 



level is! In this phoenix domain, even if you use all the strength in your body to defend, you will still turn 

into ashes within ten breaths of time!” 

Domains at the Monarch level were definitely unmatched and powerful. They could be called the 

highest level of power in the Sky Profound Continent. 

However, never in his dreams would Feng Tianyu have possibly thought that, when it came to pure fire 

energy, even if it was ten times stronger, it was impossible to harm Yun Che, who possessed the Fire 

Spirit Evil Body, in any way. 

Standing at the center of this domain of destruction, Yun Che lightly glanced at his surroundings. What 

appeared on his face was not shock and fear, but a cold smile which Feng Tianyu could not comprehend, 

“If you didn’t activate this phoenix domain, your death would have been a little slower.” 

“Hong’er, it’s time to come out and work!!” 

“Ah... Ou!” 

With a flash of scarlet red light, the Heaven Smiting Devil Slayer Sword had already been grasped in Yun 

Che’s hands. At that moment, all of the erupting flames in the entire phoenix domain seemed to have 

stopped, while Feng Tianyu’s pupils suddenly spasmed, as though they had been pierced by metal 

needles. 

Feng Tianyu had lived for several hundred years, but this was the first time he had seen such a gigantic 

sword. From this gigantic sword, he was seemingly unable to sense any presence. However, merely by 

making eye contact with it, his heart and soul, actually appeared to have convulsed from fear. 

Ha!! 

With a swing of his arms, the Heaven Smiting Sword threw out a scarlet red arc. Even though it was just 

a single and simple swing, it carried a shocking and thundering tearing sound... At the front trajectory of 

the gigantic sword’s swing, a rift of about thirteen meters long and fifteen centimeters wide was actually 

torn within this Monarch-level phoenix domain - Feng Tianyu’s strongest ability. 

No matter how rampant the surrounding Phoenix flames were, or how the Phoenix Silhouette danced, 

the rift still did not close even after a long time. 

“What is... that sword?” Feng Tianyu’s voice was trembling. 

Yun Che did not answer, the bones of his entire body cracked and popped ... After his marriage with 

Little Demon Empress, he received a large number of peerless famed swords. With Hong’er madly 

consuming them everyday, the amount of energy stored within the Heaven Smiting Sword grew 

increasingly terrifying. Simply based on mass alone, it had already reached about three hundred 

thousand kilograms. 

If it was the past Yun Che who had just arrived in the Illusory Demon Realm, it would be seemingly 

impossible for him to wield it. But for the current Yun Che, he could easily control it as though it was his 

own body! 



From witnessing Feng Tianyu’s Phoenix Domain, Yun Che also saw the limits of Feng Tianyu’s strength, 

which also allowed him to confirm that there was definitely no reason he would lose to Feng Tianyu. 

Even the possibility of killing him today, was above seventy percent! 

Yun Che flew into the air, cruising straight through the Phoenix Domain as the Heaven Smiting Devil 

Slayer Sword swept horizontally towards Feng Tianyu. 

Wherever the Heaven Smiting Sword went, the Phoenix Domain would collapse in layers. The Phoenix 

flames, which were initially running rampant, were suppressed to the point of being completely 

extinguished. Within the phoenix domain, which was several hundred kilometers in size, a gully of three 

hundred meters in length was created from the blast in the blink of an eye. Feng Tianyu’s face was 

distorted, the phoenix image behind his back was struggling, and the protective profound energy 

surrounding his body seemed as though it had been pierced by countless metal needles as it produced 

sizzling noises. He grabbed onto a flaming halberd, and all of the flames within the surrounding three 

hundred meters of space gathered onto the halberd itself, forming a gigantic flaming python that was 

sent smashing straight at Yun Che. 

Boom!! 

Red lights burst out, and the sky once again changed in color. Under the torrent of energy from the 

Heaven Smiting Sword, Feng Tianyu’s flaming python merely lasted for half a breath, before it was 

minced apart. Feng Tianyu’s vision whitened as he felt as though his chest was struck by a huge 

mountain. In an instant, his flesh turned into mash, and afterwards, through his ribcage and a newly 

donned protective profound energy, he was able to barely resist the attack. 

Wind whistled past his ears as Feng Tianyu was sent flying in a straight line. Only after traversing two or 

three kilometers did he finally stop. The energy and blood in his entire body seethed, and blood 

profusely flowed out of his abdomen. He reached out his arm, only to realize that on both his arms, 

several long wounds had been ripped open. 

The surrounding flames were dispersing, and the temperature quickly dropped as well. Losing control of 

his ability, the Phoenix Domain instantly collapsed. 

Earlier, he proclaimed that Yun Che would definitely be burnt away in the Phoenix Domain within ten 

breaths of time, but after ten breaths of time... it was instead the Phoenix Domain which met a tragic 

end of collapsing in an instant. 

“Impossible...” Feng Tianyu held his abdomen with his hand, but he had forgotten to suppress the 

injuries that were not as severe. He looked at Yun Che who was right in front of him, and the distorted 

expression on his face was as though he was having a terrifying nightmare. “Impossible... How could 

something like this happen...” 

He had used a hundred percent of his profound strength, only to be heavily injured by his opponent with 

a single strike... The domain, which he had gathered with the highest level of his power, actually 

collapsed just like that in a short ten breaths of time. 

The strength behind the attack that struck his body earlier... How could it possibly have come from the 

hands of this twenty two year old in front of him!? 



“I have already told you. If you didn’t use your domain, and had instead saved your energy, you could 

have possibly died a little slower!” A cold killing intent flashed past Yun Che’s eyes. He did not give Feng 

Tianyu the opportunity to catch his breath. The Heaven Smiting Sword once again smashed out, causing 

the several dozen meters of space in front of him to curve to a great degree from the extremely 

tyrannical power of his heavy sword. 

The attack he endured earlier was as terrifying as a nightmare, so how would Feng Tianyu dare to block 

it head on? With his contracted pupils, a flaming shadow swept out of his body as he quickly retreated 

several dozen meters back... But the width of the range of the heavy sword’s attack could definitely not 

be compared to any regular weapons. Even though Feng Tianyu had retreated to a very far distance with 

extreme speed, he was still swept by the shockwave of the Heaven Smiting Sword’s force. Although it 

was merely a shockwave, it caused his entire body to ruthlessly tumble and turn, almost making him fall 

to the ground. 

Feng Tianyu was both shocked and furious. With his two hands raised together, two spheres of Phoenix 

flames that were several meters thick fiercely shot out before merging into one and shooting straight at 

Yun Che. 

Boom!! 

With a loud boom, the Phoenix flames, which Feng Tianyu shot out with his full strength was dispersed 

with a smash of the Heaven Smiting Devil Slayer Sword. After the dispersal of flames, the gigantic sword 

approached at high speed. Feng Tianyu’s face turned ashen from shock as he once again retreated with 

all his might. Using all of his profound energy, he concentrated on protecting the front of his body. 

Amidst his fear, he actually did not dare to once again throw a counterattack. 

———————— 

Within Phoenix City, the constant flashes of red light in the southeastern sky could be clearly seen. 

Although the roars came from extremely far away, they still rang in everyone’s ears. 

“Heheh, as expected, it’s impossible for Yun Che to escape from Grand Elder’s clutches.” Feng Ximing 

coldly laughed, “For Grand Elder to personally make a move... it’s simply too easy on him!!” 

“It’s already been a good long while since Grand Elder made his move, yet it’s actually isn’t over yet... 

Could it be that Grand Elder is playing a game of catching the mouse?” Feng Feilie said with a faint smile. 

Every single one of them had no doubt that it was just an easy feat for Feng Tianyu if he wanted to kill 

Yun Che. 

Feng Tianqing’s expression was very calm in the beginning, but as the glow in the southeastern sky grew 

even more intense, and as the sounds grew even heavier, his brows began to sink bit by bit. 

Noticing the changes in his expression, Feng Hengkong asked, “Grand Elder, could there have been some 

unforeseen events over at Elder Tianyu’s side?” 

Feng Tianyu said with a low voice, “Initially, Tianyu only used half of his profound strength... then, eighty 

percent of it... but now, he has actually raised it to a hundred percent! What’s going on? No matter how 

exaggerated Yun Che’s strength was, it can’t possibly force Elder Tianyu to use all his strength... Could, 

someone else have appeared? Or perhaps there’s a certain powerful helper on Yun Che’s side?” 



At this moment, in Feng Tianqing’s ears, a pressing, anxious Phoenix Spirit sound transmission was 

suddenly sent by Feng Tianyu. 

“Come quick... I’m not his match!!” 

Feng Tianqing’s expression gravely changed; he was simply unable to believe the words he just heard. 

He raised his head and looked towards the southeastern sky and took a deep, heavy breath. Not having 

the time to explain to Feng Hengkong and the rest, he had already rose into the air and charged straight 

over with his fastest speed. 

Chapter 714 - Quick End to the Battle 

With the Heaven Smiting Sword’s wild and violent attacks complementing the Star God’s Broken 

Shadow, the moment Yun Che had suppressed his opponent, a reversal was bound to never happen. At 

this time, Feng Tianyu was in this sort of predicament. He had lived for several hundred years, and had 

exchanged blows with countless experts, but even if he was facing an opponent who was several times 

stronger than himself, he had never been completely suppressed to this extent. 

Under Yun Che’s hurricane-like strikes, Feng Tianyu could only guard and retreat desperately. In a blink 

of an eye, he was consecutively struck several dozen kilometers away. During the entire process, forget 

about counter-attacking or fleeing, even catching his breath had become an extravagant wish. He was 

unable to get on his feet as he felt as though his entire being was firmly pressed under several huge 

mountains. 

In the earlier clash of phoenix flames, he was able to slightly take the upper hand, but the moment Yun 

Che pulled out the Heaven Smiting Sword and made a single slash, he was suppressed to the point of 

not being able to catch his breath at all. But because of his incomparably rich amount of profound 

energy, he had yet to fall or receive serious injuries. Under Yun Che’s several dozen strikes, the energy 

and blood in his entire body had long been in a state of turmoil, as though they were boiling from 

within. 

At this moment, a surging wave of air came from the northwestern direction at a breakneck speed. As 

soon as it appeared, Feng Tianyu’s unbearably painful expression finally revealed a hint of ease. While 

that wave of air had yet to approach, a gigantic sphere of phoenix flames had already enveloped the sky 

and earth, blasting towards Yun Che. 

Yun Che forced open his distance with Feng Tianyu with a slash, and with another fierce swing, under 

the gigantic torrent of profound energy, the phoenix flames that was blasting towards him were 

instantly distorted into another direction, straight towards his back. The moment it made contact with 

the ground, it loudly exploded into several sky-piercing fire pillars of up to several hundred meters tall. 

Under the radiance of the fiery light, another person stood next to Feng Tianyu who had finally caught 

his breath after escaping Yun Che’s heavy sword strikes . He was of similar age with Feng Tianyu, and he 

was dressed in the same apparel; naturally, it was Feng Tianqing who rushed over in full speed. 

However, his expression looked extremely hideous, because like Feng Tianyu, he could clearly feel that 

heart wrenching aura from Yun Che’s body. In his heart, he was even more so filled with extreme shock 

and disbelief. 



Feng Tianyu’s arms were bleeding profusely. He hurriedly gathered his energy to suppress all of the 

injuries on his body as he solemnly said, “Tianqing, this boy is simply a monster. He’s ten, hundred times 

stronger than we imagined... Tch, we have to unleash our full strength together... If this boy doesn’t 

die... Our divine sect will never be at ease!!” 

There wasn’t a need for Feng Tianyu to explain. His condition and the aura emitted from Yun Che’s body 

were already sufficient enough to allow Feng Tianqing to understand that they had completely wrongly 

estimated Yun Che’s strength. In regards to Feng Tianyu’s final words, he incomparably agreed to them 

as well. Feng Tianqing took a deep breath and said, “There’s no longer a need to capture him alive... Just 

deal the killing blow, do not give him any chance to breathe.” 

“Strike!!” 

Feng Tianqing took half a step forward... and within this half a step worth of time, the phoenix flames on 

his body had already expanded by several dozen meters. In his hands, an additional flaming heavy blade 

that was about five inches in length appeared. With Feng Tianyu following closely behind, both of their 

phoenix flames blended together, and looking from afar, it was as though there was another crimson 

red sun in the sky. 

And under the “sun”, the boundless earth’s surface quickly turned into tumbling lava. 

“With these two working together, the longer this battle drags on, the more disadvantageous it will 

become. If there’s any other unforeseen events, then it will be even harder for you to deal with it... End 

the battle quickly!” Jasmine said with a solemn voice. 

“I know!” Yun Che tightly grasped the Heaven Smiting Devil Slayer Sword with both of his hands. Before 

the sword moved, a catastrophic aura had already enveloped the great earth. Facing the tag-team of 

two great Phoenix Monarchs, he did not prepare to cautiously make his retreat, instead, he took the 

initiative to step forward. Smashing his sword out, the most intense of phoenix flames were set ablaze 

on both his body and sword as a near substantial phoenix image spread out its wings behind his back, 

roaring out. 

“Destroying Sky Decimating Earth!!” 

At the same time, Feng Tianqing’s and Feng Tianyu’s phoenix flames smashed towards Yun Che in an 

overwhelming manner as well. 

“Phoenix Fire Burning Heaven!!” 

The two Phoenix Fire Burning Heaven carried a destructive force that an ordinary person couldn’t 

possibly imagine. The enormous, blinding fiery radiance covered every other light, like a devil originating 

from the deep pits of hell, as it engulfed the approaching Yun Che. 

Three Monarch-level powers unfancily clashed with each other, and for a moment, even all sounds had 

been engulfed. The surging flames charged straight above the skies, completely swallowing the 

surrounding area of several dozen kilometers. In that short moment, all of the living beings and 

inanimate objects within turned into ashes. Space wildly collapsed, and several strips of gigantic space 

fissures ferociously swallowed the explosive power and flames. 



One was simply unable to open their eyes due to the extremely bright light, and under the enveloping 

fiery radiance, Feng Tianyu and Feng Tianqing were ruthlessly sent flying away by the violent energy. In 

midair, they supported each other with their strength, only stopping after all the energy in their bodies 

were depleted. Both of their faces were as red as blood, and the profound energy within their entire 

bodies were wantonly clashing in their meridians; it was chaotic to the point of being unsuppressable. A 

trickle of blood was present on Feng Tianqing’s lips, but his condition was a little better, since only his 

arms suffered heavier injuries. Feng Tianyu’s chest, however, was already badly mutilated, and his two 

hands, which were grabbing onto the blade, had even revealed ghastly white bones; at least half of the 

meridians in his two arms were even destroyed. He seemed to be no longer able to grasp the hilt of the 

blade tightly from the intense pain and serious injuries. 

Ding... 

With a light ring, the flaming heavy blade in Feng Tianqing’s hands suddenly shattered. From the hilt of 

the blade to the blade’s body itself, the finely scattered fragments dispersed onto the ground. 

Feng Tianyu and Feng Tianqing were both startled at the same time. Feng Tianqing let out a long sigh; he 

did not mourn for his shattered precious blade, instead, he solemnly said, “Forget it. With my hands 

seriously injured to this extent, I’m afraid even ten years wouldn’t be enough for them to fully recover. 

Ten years should be enough to find another suitable blade... Tianyu, how’s your injuries?” 

“I’m fine.” Although Feng Tianyu had already exchanged blows with Yun Che earlier, his profound 

strength has, after all, surpassed Feng Tianqing by a small realm, so his injuries weren’t much heavier 

than Feng Tianqing’s. With his gaze fixated on the overbearing flames in front of him that were 

unceasingly engulfing everything, he said with a hoarse voice, “For that attack earlier, both of us had 

used our entire strength. Although we both suffered some injuries, that devilspawn... should have 

already turned into ashes.” 

Feng Tianqing slowly nodded, “Although his abilities are irregularly strong, he merely possesses an 

Emperor Profound physique after all, so there’s absolutely no reason for him to survive. Haah, even in 

my dreams, I would have never thought that it the small Blue Wind Nation, an impossible freak like him 

would actually appear. He actually needed the both of us to join hands...” 

Boom boom boom... 

Extremely oppressive booms suddenly echoed out. Irregular sways suddenly occurred to the boundless 

phoenix flames in front of them, and in the next moment, they were violently split apart. Yun Che, along 

with that Heaven Smiting Devil Slayer Sword which was even larger than his own physique, suddenly 

came assaulting forward with a terrifying wave of air that was not any weaker than the one he had 

before. 

“Wh... What!?” 

Feng Tianyu’s and Feng Tianqing’s eyes widened at the same time. At this single moment, for the first 

time in their lives, they experienced what was known as true terror. 

Even if Yun Che did not die, they would have been still able to accept it a little if he appeared while 

bloodsoaked. However, Yun Che’s gaze was still as cold as a sharp blade, and his aura had not even 

weakened in the slightest bit. From what they saw, they were seemingly unable to see any scars on his 



body. Even if they were to die a hundred times, this was an outcome that they could never accept or 

believe. 

Under their extreme shock and disbelief, their bodies instinctively reacted in tacit agreement. With one 

facing the left and the other facing the right, they fled off at extreme speeds. Earlier, Yun Che had 

instantly smashed out his immensely exhaustive “Destroying Sky Decimating Earth”, evidently wanting 

to follow Jasmine’s advice of ending the battle quickly. Even though he had the absolute advantage the 

entire time, his opponents were still two mighty Monarchs; they definitely wouldn’t be easy to take 

down. 

Since he wanted to end this battle quickly, how could he possibly allow them to flee? 

Yun Che did not chase any one of them. Instead, after slightly pausing at their original position before 

charging away, a rising glow instantly flashed within his pupils, and above his head, an image of a 

gigantic azure dragon appeared in a flash. 

“Dragon Soul Domain!!” 

Spiritual pressure originating from the Primordial Azure Dragon descended from the skies, enveloping 

Feng Tianyu’s and Feng Tianqing’s souls. With the duo’s Monarch-level souls, they shouldn’t have 

suffered too greatly under the Dragon Soul Domain. But in the first place, their souls were already this 

close to flying out of their bodies due to the shock they received from Yun Che, thus, under the pressure 

of the Dragon Soul, they instantly sank into the deep abyss of fear. Their bodies instantly turned limp 

from extreme terror as they fell straight to the ground; their protective profound energy was also 

greatly affected as it quickly dispersed like tidal waters. 

Pfft!! 

Amidst the leather breaking sound, the Heaven Smiting Devil Sword easily pierced Feng Tianyu from his 

back. The surging energy flooded inside his body, instantly mincing his meridians, profound veins and 

organs inside his entire body. 

Because of the protective layer made from a Monarch’s powers, when Yun Che smashed out the 

Destroying Sky Decimating Earth earlier, it merely caused them to suffer slightly heavy injuries. But, 

under the Dragon Soul Domain, with a casual swing of his sword, Yun Che could easily take their lives, as 

though they were mere commoners. 

This was the terrifying nature of the Dragon Soul Domain. 

Feng Tianyu’s face froze as his senses, which had yet to completely disappear, had already clearly seen 

his own death. With the last of his willpower, he turned his head to the back bit by bit, seemingly 

wanting to clearly see Yun Che’s face again before his death... 

“You... mon... ster...” 

His head had only turned halfway through, before it heavily drooped down, no longer making a single 

sound. The two words, which had costed him all of his willpower to shout out, carried neither hatred nor 

unwillingness, but instead astonishment and disbelief that could not be dispelled even in death. 



“Hmph, thank you for your praise.” Yun Che let out a cold laugh. With a swing of his sword, Feng 

Tianyu’s corpse was swung far away, falling into the sea of phoenix flames. In a blink of an eye, it had 

already turned into ashes. 

In the several hundred years Feng Tianyu had lived for, not even in his dreams would he expect that he 

would actually fall under the hands of someone who was merely around twenty years old. 

Yun Che coldly turned around and gazed at Feng Tianqing. The Dragon Soul Domain earlier had only 

lasted for two breaths of time before it was recalled by Yun Che. Feng Tianqing was still sitting limply on 

the ground, but it was unknown whether his condition was due to the shock of the Dragon Soul which 

had yet to completely disperse or the fact that his spirit had completely collapsed. He did not take the 

opportunity to flee, and his eyes, which were staring at Yun Che, had already turned hollow. 

“You... Just who... are you?” Feng Tianqing’s lips shivered, and his every word was similarly trembling as 

well. Both Feng Tianyu and him had joined forces, yet they were still defeated by Yun Che to such an 

extent. He was now the only one left, and he was even bearing serious injuries. In addition to the 

collapse of his spirit from the force of pressure brought by the Dragon Soul, he had already completely 

lost the will to resist. 

“I am Yun Che, Prince Consort of the Blue Wind Imperial Family, husband of the current Blue Wind 

Empress, and the son-in-law of the former Blue Wind Emperor who was killed by your people! A citizen 

of Blue Wind Nation which had been violated and trampled into hell by you people for no reason! Do 

you understand now!?” Yun Che coldly said. 

“...” Feng Tianqing’s hands had sunk into the ground below him as he muttered, “Is this heaven’s will...” 

“Heaven’s will?” Yun Che solemnly let out a cold snort, “Heh, this is retribution which your Divine 

Phoenix Sect deserves!! And this retribution... has only just begun!!” 

“Heheh...” Feng Tianqing listlessly laughed, “Although I was useless and failed to kill you, the foundation 

of five thousand years behind our Divine Phoenix Sect isn’t something the likes of you can possibly 

move... With the two of us dead, you... will definitely not be able to live past today either.” 

Boom!! 

A dull bursting sound rang out. With his eyes closed, his entire body shook as blood gushed out from his 

seven orifices. After which, he slowly collapsed onto the ground. 

As a Phoenix Grand Elder, he was unwilling to be killed by Yun Che. However, he knew that he wouldn’t 

be able to escape from Yun Che’s grasp, hence, he killed himself by self-destructing his own profound 

meridians and organs... After the collapse of his body, the sparse Phoenix blood on his body were also 

set ablaze, burning his corpse within the Phoenix flames. 

Yun Che turned his head away, kept the Heaven Smiting Devil Slayer Sword, and let out a soft, cold 

laugh, “Whether I’m able to move it or not, is not something you can decide!” 

When his voice fell, he had already risen into the air, charging straight towards the direction of Divine 

Phoenix City. 

———————————— 



Bang!! 

Feng Hengkong’s body suddenly shook, as though his entire being was struck by a bolt of heavenly 

lightning; his four limbs and facial features had intensely contorted as his body swayed, staggered, and 

then fell backwards. 

“Sect Master!!” 

“Royal father!!” 

The surrounding elders and princes were instantly in great shock. They held him up in a fluster as they 

anxiously asked, “Sect Master, what happened to you?” 

Feng Hengkong’s lips were still trembling, and his pair of pupils were in enlarged states the entire time, 

unable to revert back to normal. That was an extremely intense form of fear and astonishment. 

“Elder Tianyu... is dead.” 

Chapter 715 - Divine Phoenix’s Nightmare 

Aside from the Four Great Sacred Grounds, the only place within Profound Sky Seven Nations which 

possessed Monarchs was the Divine Phoenix Sect. The birth of the first Monarch in the history of the 

Divine Phoenix Sect signified that the strength of the sect was now on an entirely different level. The 

most telltale sign that a sect’s strength was constantly growing would be the number of Monarchs 

within the sect increasing. 

A thousand years ago, the number of Monarchs within Divine Phoenix Sect exceeded ten. This shocked 

everyone within the Profound Sky Continent, including the Four Great Sacred Grounds. It also meant 

that Divine Phoenix Sect had gained the right to truly speak on the same level as the Four Great Sacred 

Grounds. 

Within this five thousand years, the Monarchs of Divine Phoenix Sect had always died of old age, and 

the Monarchs who filled in the opened positions would only be even stronger. And, a Monarch falling in 

battle had never once happened in the history of Divine Phoenix Sect. Currently, the Divine Phoenix Sect 

had a total of thirteen Monarchs, and within the sect, there might be even stronger trump cards lying 

hidden, but it would not surpass the number of thirteen by too huge a margin. Thus, the fall of a 

Monarch’s direct effect would be an instant reduction in terms of the deterrence level of the Divine 

Phoenix Sect by a large degree. And to the entire sect, it definitely couldn’t be considered as an outcome 

of merely having one of their fingers broken... instead, it would be seemingly equivalent to having one 

of their hands chopped off!! 

It would be shattering one of the only few tens of cornerstones which the Divine Phoenix Sect 

possessed! 

Hence, Feng Hengkong’s words were undoubtedly a thunderbolt under a blue sky that rang in the ears 

of all the Phoenix clansmen. 

Among the crowd of Phoenix Elders and princes, all of their expressions changed greatly to one of 

astonishment. Although these were words personally conveyed by the Divine Phoenix Sect Master, no 

matter how, they simply could not believe them. 



“Impossible, after all, Elder Tianyu is a Monarch, the strongest being in this world! How could he 

possibly die... Impossible...” 

“Could Yun Che... No, impossible... With Elder Tianyu’s strength, how could he possibly lose to Yun Che... 

Even if he encountered someone from the Sacred Grounds, he shouldn’t have met with an incident in 

such a short amount of time... Sect Master, there must be some kind of mistake.” 

“Tianqing... What about Grand Elder Tianqing...” 

The crowd of Phoenix Elders were in a fluster. The fall of a Phoenix Monarch was a loss and blow 

countless times heavier than the deaths of four princes and five elders. Feng Hengkong’s expression was 

deathly pale; he had already faintly guessed that it might really be Yun Che’s doing... Before his soul and 

expression could even ease up a little, the shattering sound of the other soul imprint reverberated in his 

mind, causing his pupils to widen once again. His chest, which was already feeling extreme discomfort to 

begin with, felt like it had been ruthlessly pierced by another poisonous blade... 

“Elder Tianqing... has also died...” 

Feng Hengkong softly said. With hollow eyes and a limp body, under this extremely heavy shock, he was 

no longer able to gather the least bit of strength. 

Another bolt of heavenly lightning ruthlessly struck into everyone’s souls, causing the world in front of 

their eyes to spin. 

The soul imprints of all core members of the sect were carved into the soul of every generation of Divine 

Phoenix Sect Masters, and these soul imprints were connected to the lives of every corresponding 

person. At the moment of their deaths, the soul imprints would shatter, and the Phoenix Sect Masters 

would be the first to know of them. 

These words, which were personally spoken by Feng Hengkong, could never be jokes. His tone and 

reaction clearly indicated that both Feng Tianyu’s and Feng Tianqing’s soul imprints... had shattered and 

disappeared. 

“Just... Just who is it?” Feng Feilie said with a trembling voice. 

“It definitely cannot be Yun Che... Even if Yun Che has the greatest of talent, it’s impossible for him to be 

a match for two Grand Elders... nor is it possible for him to kill two Grand Elders in such a short amount 

of time... Just who is it!?” Feng Ximing growled. 

“In this world, the ones capable of causing the deaths of two Grand Elders can only possibly be people 

from the Sacred Grounds... Are they preparing to breach decorum with us?” A Phoenix Elder said while 

gnashing his teeth. Among them, not a single one of them believed that Yun Che was the culprit behind 

Feng Tianyu’s and Feng Tianqing’s deaths. Feng Tianyu was a level three Monarch, and Feng Tianqing 

was a level two Monarch. Felling a Monarch could be considered as the most difficult task in the 

Profound Sky Continent. 

To consecutively kill Feng Tianyu and Feng Tianqing in just a short seven to eight minutes... It was 

definitely impossible even for a level five Monarch. 



“Sect Master, I shall investigate this matter with haste!” Feng Feilie said as he prepared to ascend into 

the skies. 

“Even Elder Tianyu and Elder Tianqing lost their lives together... Are you preparing to send yourself to 

death!?” 

His sunken voice stopped Feng Feilie’s body in the air. Feng Hengkong finally stood up, but his face was 

still miserably pale. Every single one of the muscles in his face was twitching uncontrollably, and the 

profound aura emitting from his body was even more chaotic. The developments every single day had 

far surpassed his predictions, and the consequences grew even more terrifying as each day went by... 

In the beginning, Yun Che’s arrival had even delighted him, seeing it as the former walking right into 

their trap... However, in just short four days, Yun Che had destroyed the Phoenix God Sculpture, killed 

four of his sons, five elders, and more than a hundred disciples... And now, he had actually killed two 

Grand Elders who were at the Sovereign Profound Realm! 

He had truly shaken the cornerstones of his Divine Phoenix Sect!! 

In these four days, he felt as though he had been dreaming. An surreal, yet extremely terrifying 

nightmare. 

He was already beginning to realize that what he had offended was not just a small figure whom he 

could toy around with, but a true devil. 

“Ming’er...” Feng Hengkong absentmindedly mumbled. 

“This son is present.” Feng Ximing hurriedly stepped forward. 

Feng Hengkong reached out his hand and passed a mysterious jade, which was emitting out a blazing 

red light, into Feng Ximing’s hands. “This is the Phoenix God Jade... take it and enter the Phoenix Fire 

Divine Realm... Find your grandfather... Tell him... Elder Tianyu and Elder Tianqing had already fallen... 

and your four royal brothers...” 

“B... But...” Feng Ximing held onto the Phoenix God Jade and was at a loss for a moment. The Phoenix 

Fire Divine Realm was the absolute forbidden grounds of Divine Phoenix Sect. He was the Divine Phoenix 

Crown Prince, however, ever since he had been born a hundred odd years ago, he had never been 

allowed to enter. 

“Hurry and go!” 

“Yes!” Feng Ximing could only agree as he hastily flew in the direction of the Phoenix God Great Hall. 

The only entrance to the Phoenix Fire Divine Realm, was the Phoenix God Great Hall. 

Feng Hengkong did not choose to personally head there himself because he felt that he did not have the 

face to meet his own father. As the Divine Phoenix Sect Master, the consequences of losing two 

Monarchs was something he knew more clearly than anyone else. It was an immense loss that could 

only be remedied by spending immeasurable resources and effort. 

“Haah, no matter.” Feng Feilie let out a long sigh, “Our sect’s strength grows gradually with every 

passing year, and has long caused the Four Great Sacred Grounds to feel restless. They must have long 

devised a scheme... With the presence of Ancestral Phoenix God as a deterrent, they do not dare to act 



rashly in Phoenix City. And this time, Elder Tianyu and Elder Tianqing had left the boundaries of Phoenix 

City, and hence were plotted against...” 

This was the only explanation which Feng Feilie could think of with his own knowledge and experience. 

Because in this world, only the Four Sacred Grounds were capable of killing Feng Tianyu and Feng 

Tianqing. Although this explanation was a little forced, other than this, he could not think of any other 

possibilities. 

“No,” Feng Hengkong, however, slowly shook his head, “People from the Four Great Sacred Grounds, 

even if a master of the Four Great Sacred Grounds personally make an appearance, he would still not 

easily make a move against the Monarchs of our Divine Sect... The person who killed Elder Tianyu and 

Elder Tianqing, was Yun Che.” 

“What?” The surrounding people was thrown into a great shock, and afterwards, what their faces 

showed were expressions of complete and utter disbelief, “That’s impossible... That’s definitely 

impossible! No matter how strong Yun Che is, how can he possibly be a match against two Grand Elders 

who have stepped into the Sovereign Profound Realm... And earlier, when facing an attack from the 

Grand Elders, Yun Che’s first reaction was clearly turning tail to flee! No matter how, Yun Che was surely 

not the one who did it!” 

“It’s not impossible... just because you think it’s impossible. We are simply unable to believe it either...” 

Feng Hengkong’s breathing was incomparably coarse, “Elder Tianyu did not leave behind any soul 

messages before he died. Evidently, his life was taken by surprise... Elder Tianqing, however, died by 

destroying his own lifeline and profound veins... The soul transmission he left behind before he died 

were only two words...” 

“Yun Che...” 

At this moment, every member of Divine Phoenix Sect held their breaths. 

“There... There must be some other circumstances in this! Three years ago, Yun Che’s strength had only 

slightly surpassed Fourteenth Prince’s, no matter how heaven-defying the speed of his growth is, he 

can’t possibly...” Feng Feilie still could not believe it, and similarly, everyone else could not believe it 

either. 

“Let’s not panic for now. Once Grand Sect Master makes his way out of the Divine Realm, any kind of 

menace will be removed.” With the calmest tone he could muster, Fourth Elder consolingly said. At the 

moment, they could only wait for Grand Sect Master to take charge of the entire situation. 

When the three words “Grand Sect Master” were brought up, the sunken atmosphere had evidently 

lifted. Although Feng Hengkong was the present Sect Master, at his current age, he was still in his 

growth phase. In the hearts of this generation of elders, the three words “Grand Sect Master” carried 

countless times more weight than “Sect Master”. 

However, this lifting atmosphere did not last for long. The expressions of all Phoenix Elders suddenly 

changed as they simultaneously looked towards the southeastern direction. Over there, a violent torrent 

of air was charging towards their location at breakneck speed. 



This time, Yun Che did not have the slightest of intention of concealing his presence. Even though there 

was still a distance of close to fifty kilometers between them, the terror behind his profound aura had 

caused the faces of all Phoenix Elders to lose their color. 

“Hurry and activate the Phoenix Fire Barrier!!” Feng Hengkong roared out. 

Such a terrifying aura... Yun Che was clearly approaching while carrying anger and killing intent! With his 

abilities to kill Feng Tianyu and Feng Tianqing, if he were to immediately start a massacre the moment 

he arrived, no one could stop him then! Under his hands, countless of Phoenix Elders and disciples 

would lose their lives!. 

Before Grand Sect Master Feng Tianwei could make his way here, they definitely could not afford to 

suffer another immense loss. 

Yun Che’s speed was fully unleashed and his profound strength was maintained at the Burning Heart 

state as his gaze locked onto where Phoenix City was situated. Before closing in on Phoenix City, an 

irregular profound energy fluctuation suddenly appeared. Yun Che hurriedly slowed down, yet his body 

still ruthlessly struck onto a layer of transparent screen. 

With a “bang”, Yun Che was knocked far back. In front of him, a crimson red glow flashed for a moment, 

before disappearing in the next instant. 

“A protective barrier?” Yun Che’s eyes narrowed as he let out a cold laugh. Summoning the Heaven 

Smiting Sword, he smashed forward. 

Boom!!!!! 

A loud explosion had seemingly shattered the skies. The entire barrier, and even the entire Divine 

Phoenix Sect, trembled. Within the barrier, a large number of Phoenix disciples whose strength were on 

the low side instantly turned deaf from that explosive roar, and their visions darkened then after. 

Within Phoenix City, countless of people rolled onto the ground, screaming in pain as they covered their 

ears. 

Boom!!!! 

Boom!!!! 

Boom!!!! 

With one strike after another, like a hammer of the heavens, his sword ruthlessly smashed onto the 

Phoenix Fire Barrier. Every single one of the strikes was earth-shattering, shaking every inch of space 

within Phoenix City. 

Boom!!!! 

Upon the thirteenth strike, on this barrier which was protecting the entire Divine Phoenix Sect... this 

thousand year old barrier which was protecting the number one sect of the Profound Sky Seven Nations, 

a quickly spreading crimson red crack appeared in front of Yun Che. 



Within the barrier, the expressions of all those Phoenix Elders, who firmly believed that Yun Che could 

not kill Feng Tianyu and Feng Tianqing, changed. Their faces were filled with fear and aghast, as though 

they had seen the demon god of legends... 

West of Phoenix City, Phoenix Perching Valley. 

Dull explosive roars reverberated from the direction of Phoenix City, sweeping layers of shockwaves 

even to the quiet jade-green lake. On the shore of the jade-green lake, Feng Xue’er, who was lying on 

the Snow Phoenix and having a light nap, opened her dream-like beautiful eyes and looked in the 

direction of Phoenix City. 

“There are sounds coming from the city...” She stood up and muttered softly to herself, “Did something 

big happen...” 

An explosive roar that could reverberate all the way here definitely could not be normal. Feng Xue’er 

hesitated for a short moment, and finally, because she couldn’t put her heart at ease, her two snow-

white hands gently touched on the Snow Phoenix’s feathers, “Something big must have happened in the 

sect... Little White, we have to head back quickly!” 

Chapter 716 - Feng Tianwei 

“The Phoenix Fire Barrier has only been reinforced two months ago... even if it were the elders Tianyu 

and Tianqing who are in the Sovereign Profound Realm, it’s impossible to breach it! Yun Che, he... he...” 

Everyone’s eyes widened as they stared blankly at the sky. They were so shocked that they were utterly 

dumbfounded. Their Phoenix Sect’s Phoenix Fire Barrier was undoubtedly the strongest protective 

barrier within the Profound Sky Seven Nations. Even if a mid stage Monarch were to attack it, it was not 

possible to destroy it in a short amount of time. However, Yun Che had only swung his sword for a dozen 

odd times, yet a huge crack had already appeared in the transparent Phoenix Fire Barrier. Moreover, 

ear-splitting cracking noises had also echoed out. 

Although the cracks in the barrier quickly mended itself, under the overbearing and peerless strikes of 

the Heaven Smiting Sword, the swift regeneration speed of the barrier could only be described as 

fighting a losing battle. Every time Yun Che smashed his sword down, Phoenix City would start shaking; 

Divine Phoenix City would also tremble as the cracks that appeared on the barrier spread quickly like 

wildfire. 

“How can he possess such monstrous strength... impossible... impossible!!!” Feng Feilie roared while 

shivering in terror. Within the last hour, he could no longer clearly remember how many times he had 

said the word “impossible”. However, he was certain that even if all the shock that he had experienced 

in his entire life were put together, it would not be as shocking as what had happened within the last 

hour. 

BOOM!! 

When Yun Che’s twenty-ninth strike landed, in the midst of the thunderous noise, cracks that looked like 

a huge spider web formed on the barrier in front of him. The barrier was no longer transparent, and a 

chaotic red glow also appeared. At the center of the red glow laid an eye-catching gap that was 

approximately fifteen centimeters wide. 



The corners of Yun Che’s mouth moved. This movement was followed by a cold laughter as the Heaven 

Smiting Sword stabbed straight forward... This was no longer a strike but a stab at full force. 

“Falling Moon Sinking Star!” 

The sword light sliced through the air, easily stabbing through the Phoenix Fire Barrier. Following the 

explosive power of the Heaven Smiting Sword, the original opening that was only a dozen or so 

centimeters wide had expanded until it was more than one and a half meters wide. From the opening, 

the energy within the Phoenix Fire Barrier surged out like water that broke the floodgates, escaping 

furiously from the opening of the barrier. 

“The barrier... has broken!!!” 

No matter how unbelievable the scene was, it had clearly happened right before their eyes. Thirty 

swings... each one of them knew fully well that a total of thirty swings... was used to break the sect 

protective barrier of the number one sect in Profound Sky Seven Nation! 

Yun Che’s body passed through the opening of the barrier, then he flew down from the skies. Everyone 

suddenly felt a bone chilling aura engulfing their mind and soul. 

Before today, they hated Yun Che’s extreme speed. Each one of them had hoped to catch Yun Che and 

personally chop him to pieces. However, now that Yun Che was descending from midair, regardless of 

whether it was the Phoenix Sect disciples or the mighty Phoenix elders, all of their hearts felt a chill as 

they subconsciously retreated several steps; no one dared to take even half a step forward. 

The Phoenix Fire Barrier which had been broken under thirty strikes allowed them to understand with 

fear that the Overlord strength that they were so proud of, in front of Yun Che whom they viewed with 

contempt just a day ago, was insufficient for him to even bother with! 

There was no longer anyone who suspected that Feng Tianyu and Feng Tianqing were actually not killed 

by him! 

“Protect the Sect Master!!!” 

All the Phoenix elders hastily stood in front of Feng Hengkong and the various princes to protect them. 

However, their hands, which were wielding their weapons, trembled as the Phoenix flames on their 

body messily shook. For the previous three days, Yun Che had taken their prince as hostage, but today, 

Yun Che had finally revealed his true strength in front of the Divine Phoenix Sect and also gave the 

arrogant Divine Phoenix Sect a deterrent using his absolute strength. 

“Feng Hengkong, even though I wished that I could kill you ten thousand times and exterminate your 

entire clan, for the sake of my Blue Wind Nation and Xue’er, I had already given you all full four 

chances... yet, you refuse to grasp the opportunity each time!” 

Yun Che swung his arm casually. As the Heaven Smiting Sword swung downwards, the almighty sword’s 

force spread forward like a crashing tsunami. 

Below, hundreds of Divine Phoenix disciples attempted to escape using all of their strength, distancing 

themselves from this devil that was descending from the skies. However, the moment the swing of the 



Heaven Smiting Sword was completed, all their bodies shuddered strongly. Then, their bones 

disintegrated, blood vessels burst, and meridians severed... they fell on the ground like a pool of mud. 

At the same time, the large plot of land dyed with the crimson color of blood had also sunk by a meter. 

This sudden scene had caused the already frightened Divine Phoenix Clan members to be scared out of 

their wits. Yun Che had not made his move; he had merely swung the sword in his hands... 

The cause of death for the hundreds of Divine Phoenix Disciples had merely been the enormous scarlet 

greatsword’s force! 

For the disciples who had lost their lives, even the weakest of them was still in the Sky Profound Realm! 

“Who... who... who... who exactly are you!? You cannot possibly be Yun Che!” Feng Feilie stood at the 

very front and pointed towards Yun Che as he spoke with a trembling voice. Even though Yun Che was 

right in front of his very eyes, he still could not relate him to the Yun Che who was only in the Earth 

Profound Realm three years ago... The difference in strength of the two were on two entirely different 

levels. How was it possible that they were the same person!? 

Seeing the various Divine Phoenix elders who grouped up in front of Feng Hengkong, Yun Che coldly and 

heartless insulted, “Pack of Divine Phoenix old dogs, don’t each of you usually act crazily above the law 

without regard for anyone else? Didn’t each of you want to tear my corpses to pieces? Now that I’m 

standing here, why are all of you shaking like sieves? Such a pitiful sight.” 

“Yun Che...” Feng Feilie’s eyes had turned bloodshot while the tip of the sword in his hands had turned 

into a jade-like scarlet crystal under the effects of the Phoenix flames. “You... My dignified Divine 

Phoenix Sect... would never fear a wild brat like you!” 

"Die!!" 

Feng Feilie’s eyes stared widely as he roared and stabbed straight at Yun Che. Being the strongest 

among this current generation of elders within Divine Phoenix Sect, Feng Feilie’s profound strength was 

at the tenth level of the Tyrant Profound Realm, approaching its peak. The sword in his hands turning 

into scarlet crystal, which signified that his strength had reached a pinnacle level, and just a swing of his 

sword could burn the heavens and crack the earth. 

Facing the Divine Phoenix’s strongest elder’s strike at full strength, Yun Che remained unfazed as he just 

casually swung the Heaven Smiting Sword in his hands. 

Bang!! 

The heavy sword produced an extremely violent storm, bringing along Phoenix flames that were at least 

a hundred times hotter than those released by Feng Feilie. The space shattered as though it was glass, 

and at the same time, Feng Feilie’s long sword, which had already turned into red crystals, shattered as 

well. The pieces of the barrier, together with the red crystal pieces, had flown everywhere during the 

extremely frightening profound energy explosion like torrential rain. 

“AHHHHH——” 



Feng Feilie cried miserably as he was sent flying far away; it was as though he was a soaring kite whose 

string had been cut. The red trail of blood was several dozen meters long in the air, and the right arm, 

which he was tightly grabbing onto before, had now completely disappeared from his body. 

“Great Elder!!!” 

“Feilie!!!” 

“Master!!!” 

Although Yun Che had already displayed how frightening he was when he destroyed the Phoenix Fire 

Barrier with his sword, this scene still caused everyone present to feel an inexplicable horror. The 

strongest person among this generation of Divine Phoenix Sect elders, while using his full strength, in 

one mere round of exchange with Yun Che... lost miserably and had been severely injured. Especially for 

the younger disciples, when the Great Elder, whom they usually viewed as a deity, had been so 

miserably defeated in one blow by someone who was much younger than them... they felt extremely 

shocked and their beliefs had collapsed just like that. 

Although Feng Feilie lost an arm and was severely injured, he had still yet to lose his life. However, Yun 

Che would never be so benevolent as to let him off. Even before Feng Feilie’s body had hit the ground, 

Yun Che swung the Heaven Smiting Sword once again, releasing a Phoenix arrow that split the air and 

pursued after Feng Feilie. 

“Stop it!!!” 

BOOM!! 

The Phoenix arrow struck right onto Feng Feilie’s chest the exact moment he landed onto the ground. 

Phoenix flames mercilessly ignited, turning his body into ashes that scattered in the air. 

“Great Elder!!!” 

Back then, the Divine Phoenix Sect Grand Elder, Feng Feiyan, perished under an enraged Xia Yuanba’s 

hands. Today, their newly promoted Great Elder had passed on once again... and this time, it happened 

right in front of their eyes. 

“Yun Che... My Divine Phoenix Sect swears that we would not rest until you die! My sect has the 

Ancestral Phoenix God’s protection. The Ancestral Phoenix God will surely deliver divine retribution 

upon you!!” Divine Phoenix Sect’s tenth elder, Feng Lingshan, roared. He tried to use his every word to 

intimidate Yun Che, but his words evidently carried tremor and fear... and even a shred of despair. 

“Heh, you still have the face to bring up the Ancestral Phoenix God?” Yun Che’s body shifted as he 

instantly appeared a few hundred meters away from where he last stood. His aura was fixated on Feng 

Hengkong and all the Phoenix elders who were standing in front of him. This caused all of their faces to 

immediately turn ashen as cold sweat dripped on their bodies. The pressure Yun Che emitted when he 

wielded the heavy sword and when he did not were simply on two entirely different levels. All the 

mighty Phoenix elders felt as though they were about to face a frightening demon god that came from 

the abyss. 

“Attack!!” 



Feng Lingshan, who spoke previously, could no longer withstand the frightening pressure and roared 

before rushing forward. Behind him, there were also four stunned Phoenix Elders, but they gritted their 

teeth and forced themselves to attack. 

Even though they attacked with five people, they didn’t dare to hold back one bit. Each one of them 

attacked with their most fearsome killing move. 

“Burning Mountain Blade!” 

“Phoenix Flame Burning Heaven!” 

“Phoenix Flame Sky Piercing Sword!” 

Five Phoenix Elders attacked at the same time. They had used the strongest set of Profound arts from 

their respective sub-sects. The might of their attacks could be said to shake the heavens and earth. This 

was perhaps the first time in their entire lifetime that the five of them attacked without holding 

anything back. 

Truth be told, even though Yun Che’s current strength could overwhelm any single one of the Divine 

Phoenix Sect elders, he definitely could not do it against a combined attack from everyone. If the various 

Phoenix elders were to face him calmly and set up profound formations, even though they wouldn’t be 

able to kill Yun Che, they could still definitely force him to retreat or even severely injure him. 

However, the emotional trauma they suffered when Yun Che killed two Divine Phoenix Monarchs and 

broke through the barrier in thirty moves proved to be far too intense... A pack of bloodthirsty and 

fearsome wolves might be able to force a group of tigers back, but if the pack of wolves were scared out 

of their wits, even if they were only facing a single tiger, they would all turn tail and run. 

The group of Phoenix Elders in front of Yun Che all belonged to the latter group. This time, only a mere 

five people attacked Yun Che. As for the remaining Phoenix Elders, not one of them moved, and they 

only stayed around Feng Hengkong... They all subconsciously thought that even if they went up against 

Yun Che who had already exterminated two Divine Phoenix Monarchs, they would only be giving up 

their lives for nothing. 

The five incoming attacks brought along currents of air that hit Yun Che and caused his clothes to lift. If 

there were ten people attacking, perhaps Yun Che might have to consider whether he should avoid the 

air waves. However, with only five people... there was absolutely no need for him to do so. 

The Heaven Smiting Sword was ignited with Phoenix flames. Behind it, a silhouette of a wolf that was 

made from fire appeared. The Heaven Smiting Sword smashed out with intensity, ripping apart a black 

gully in the air. 

“Phoenix Sky Wolf Slash!!!” 

The gigantic sky wolf silhouette carried along scorching Phoenix flames and shot out, flying towards the 

five Phoenix elders with a soul shocking whistle. It rushed towards the sword glow and flames that came 

from the five elders... and in an instant, regardless whether it was flames, sword glow or blade shadow, 

all of them were easily shattered from the impact. 



The surging Phoenix flames dispersed into scattering fireworks in the air. Three Phoenix swords and two 

Phoenix blades were also shattered, and the sharp and tiny pieces were sent flying far away. The chests 

of the five Phoenix elders seemed as though it had been struck by lightning. They miserably screamed 

like wailing ghouls as their bodies were sent flying in different directions making them seem like they 

were merely ruptured bags of blood. 

“Die, all of you!!!” 

Yun Che flew closer as his ice cold killing intent locked onto the five Phoenix elders who had been 

severely injured by the swing of his sword. He once again swung his sword towards Feng Lingshan who 

was the closest to him... If this strike landed, Feng Lingshan would have definitely been obliterated. 

“Devilspawn, you dare!!!” 

Right at this time, a thunderous roar came over. The roar seemed to bring with it pressure that could 

overturn mountains, and this caused Yun Che to be stunned as his movements slowed in an instant. 

With an explosive noise, the ground within a hundred and fifty meters in front of Yun Che suddenly 

burst apart and a thick and dense flame shot straight at Yun Che. 

After the glow of the flames disappeared, an elder, whose eyes were filled with rage and whose face 

was like scarlet jade, appeared. He wore a red robe, and his hair, beard and even eyes were dark red in 

color. In the middle of his forehead, a flame imprint was emitting a blood like dense glow. 

Although Yun Che was not afraid of the Phoenix flames, the profound strength of the person controlling 

these Phoenix flames were extremely overbearing; it was several times stronger than Feng Tianyu’s! Yun 

Che eyebrows immediately knitted together tightly. Not bothering to care about Feng Lingshan any 

longer, he instead quickly drew back his Heaven Smiting Sword and blocked his front. 

BOOM!!! 

With a loud explosion, in the midst of the light of flames, the Heaven Smiting Sword smashed heavily 

onto Yun Che’s chest, violently sending him flying out. The blood within Yun Che’s body was agitated as 

he spat out a large mist of blood. With eyes filled with killing intent, he angrily howled before forcefully 

activating the Evil God’s barrier. 

“Sealing Cloud Locking Sun!!!” 

Yun Che was sent flipping in midair several dozens of times as the Evil God’s barrier shattered quickly. 

With that, he finally managed to defend against the red-robed elder’s profound energy. The red-robed 

elder appeared shocked, but his palm swiftly flipped over. This caused six scattered pieces of weapon to 

turn into sharp flaming scarlet crystals which pierced through the air, shooting straight at Yun Che who 

had just managed to balance himself. 

Pu pu pu pu pu pu... 

Ordinary remnants of weapon had turned into the most frightening sharp blades in the hands of this 

red-robed elder, and the speed at which it approached was so fast that it seemed as though it 

transcended dimensions. By the time Yun Che had realized that danger was approaching, the six pieces 

of the weapon which were glowing with a scarlet glow had already shot into his body, causing six 

fountains of blood to burst out. 



Yun Che grunted as the Heaven Smiting Sword in his hands disappeared. Using Extreme Mirage 

Lightning, he shot to the east as though he was a passing storm. 

The eyes of the red-robed elder revealed shock once again... he was naturally fully aware of how 

powerful the six edges were. Furthermore, Yun Che had his barrier broken by the impact of his Phoenix 

flames. Under such conditions, even if it was a level four Monarch, six obvious holes would have 

definitely been directly torn apart on his body. However, on Yun Che’s body, only six scatters of blood 

appeared, and it did not even pierce through his body! 

In addition, Yun Che only had a lowly profound aura, yet the level of his speed was extremely 

overwhelming. 

“Grand Sect Master...” 

“Grand Sect Master!!!” 

Witnessing the red-robed elder who appeared in the skies as though he was a deity, and also forcing Yun 

Che to escape while being severely injured the moment he took action, all the various Phoenix elders 

and disciples had tears welling up in their eyes. They gazed at him like he was a god who had just 

answered their prayers. 

“Royal Father... “ Feng Hengkong looked up as he slowly moved forward. In front of this red-robed elder, 

the pupils of the emperor of the Divine Phoenix Empire that reigned the world shrank. He even tried his 

best to maintain a humble demeanor. 

“Grandfather!” All the princes present appeared both shocked and agitated as they knelt on the ground. 

This red-robed elder who had just appeared was the Grand Sect Master of Divine Phoenix Sect, and also 

the Grand Emperor of Divine Phoenix Empire... Feng Tianwei! 

Since entering Phoenix Fire Divine Realm a hundred and ninety years ago, he almost completely stopped 

asking about matters relating to the country and sect, and solely focused on his cultivation. For him who 

had already stepped into the Sovereign Profound Realm, his cultivation sped up by leaps and bounds. In 

all these years, the only reason he had to leave Phoenix Fire Divine Realm a few times was essentially all 

because of Feng Xue’er. 

In the air, there was the quickly scattering and fragmenting protective barrier, and on the grounds of 

Phoenix City which carried the five thousand year history of the entire sect, there was only great 

devastation. The entire ground was covered in red Phoenix blood and countless shattered corpses. As 

Feng Tianwei looked up, the shock that was in his eyes was replaced by extreme rage. 

“Absolutely incorrigible!!” 

Muttering softly, Feng Tianwei did not bother himself with anyone else. His body shook, and in a flash, 

he was already more than three hundred meters away as he chased in the direction where Yun Che 

escaped. When he moved, the wind he kicked up caused an entire row of pavilions to cave in. 

BANGGG!!! 

Yun Che punched his own chest, causing the six weapons fragments that had stabbed into his body to 

fall out. At the same time, six bursts of blood appeared from the shock. Clenching his teeth, Yun Che did 



not make a sound as he quickly sealed his external injuries before taking two snow-colored pellet out 

from within the Sky Poison Pearl. He directly consumed one while crushing the other and applying the 

powder on the deep wounds on his body. 

“Ugh...” Both his internal and external injuries were not light. Eventually, Yun Che still let out a painful 

groan. If it was not for his Dragon God Marrow, which made all the bones in his body as tough as 

Profound Gold, forcefully stopping the six weapon remnants, he wouldn’t only end up with just six 

wounds, but instead six vivid and see through holes. 

“He’s chasing over.” Jasmine said. 

“I know.” Yun Che did not turn back as his brows tightly knitted together. 

“There actually came a time when you’re at such a disadvantage, “ Jasmine laughed coldly, “This is such 

a rare sight.” 

“Who would have known that he would appear from under the ground!” Yun Che gritted his teeth 

tightly, “All the Sovereigns in Divine Phoenix Sect stayed at a place called Phoenix Fire Divine Realm. The 

only entrance and exit to that place is the Phoenix God Main Hall located at the northwestern corner. If 

the aura of someone I cannot defeat appears at that position, I would have sufficient distance to insult 

him before I escape. However, this red-robed old fogey actually didn’t play by the rules... Cough... 

Cough, cough...” 

Yun Che constantly spat out large clots of blood; his internal injury was evidently much more severe 

than his external one. 

With the Great Way of the Buddha and the Body of the Dragon God, the recovery speed of Yun Che’s 

profound energy and injuries were extremely quick. However, no matter how fast it was, he could not 

recover instantaneously. Such injuries undoubtedly caused some impact to Yun Che’s speed, and if he 

forcefully used all his profound energy, he would only aggravate his injuries. 

Even so, Yun Che’s speed still seemed as fast as lightning. At least, it was much faster than when he was 

“escaping” from Feng Tianyu’s chase. 

However, Feng Tianwei was not Feng Tianyu. Not only was he not shrugged off, his dangerous aura was 

even approaching more and more closely. 

“This old fogey should be Feng Tianwei... What is his profound cultivation level?” Yun Che asked with a 

frown as he quickly calculated the his current situation in his heart. 

“Middle stage of the sixth level of the Sovereign Profound Realm,” Jasmine casually replied. 

“Sovereign Profound Realm... Sixth level?” Yun Che was deeply shocked. Such strength was far beyond 

what he had expected. Being the same generation as Feng Tianqing and Feng Tianyu, Yun Che had 

originally estimated that Feng Tianwei’s profound strength was probably only in the third level or, at 

most, not exceeding the fourth level. 

However, he would have never imagined that Feng Tianwei’s strength would actually be three entire 

levels above Feng Tianyu! 

And this was three levels in the Sovereign Profound Realm! 



Even though Feng Hengkong was the Divine Phoenix Sect Master of the current generation and his 

profound cultivation was also the highest, there were still several elders of the same generation that 

held similar strength to him; even the others were not that far behind him. But for Feng Tianwei... 

perhaps it was because his talent was exceptional; he had completely crushed the people within the 

same generation in terms of strength. 

“No wonder two of his attacks could injure me both internally and externally...” Yun Che muttered. 

However, what appeared in his eyes was not relief, but instead, rage... even a sense of insanity ignited 

inside him. 

Making me, Yun Che, turn from almighty and majestic to such a pitiful state.... 

Huuu... Yun Che heavily breathed as his chest rose and fell with intensity. The fierce look in his eyes was 

turning more and more irritated. Even Jasmine, who was within the Sky Poison Pearl, could sense a hint 

of extreme danger. 

Chapter 717 - Insane Retaliation 

“WHAT? Yun Che killed Feng Tianyu and Feng Tianqing?” 

When Zi Ji receive this news, he was utterly shocked. 

He was shocked that Yun Che’s strength was so overwhelming; it far exceeded his expectations yet 

again. More than that, he was shocked that Yun Che would do something like killing Divine Monarchs... 

two of them in fact! 

No matter which Sacred Ground it was, the fall of a Monarch was a huge news that would even alert the 

other Sacred Grounds. For Divine Phoenix Sect whose number of Monarchs were considered sparse 

compared to the Sacred Grounds, this was a huge matter that shook the world. 

Furthermore, it was the passing of two Monarchs! 

This was as though the foundations of Divine Phoenix Sect had been uprooted! 

“Truly a mad man that is capable of doing anything.” Zi Ji uttered this line which completely did not 

match his calm temperament, “Exterminating two Divine Phoenix Sect Sovereigns. This will cause Feng 

Tianwei... and all the Divine Phoenix Sovereigns in seclusion to act. What’s worse is that this might even 

anger the Ancestral Phoenix God, causing it to act personally.” 

“Do we have to remind Yun Che?” the person beside Zi Ji asked. 

“No,” Zi Ji shook his head slowly, “The development of this matter can no longer be controlled. Divine 

Phoenix Sect would most likely attack in full force. Even if it’s us, we can no longer meddle in this 

matter.” 

“Judging from the development of the situation, it’s probably time for Yun Che’s backer, Old Man 

Duotian, to appear. Otherwise, when the enraged Divine Phoenix Sect send all their Monarchs out, even 

if Yun Che had a hundred lives, it still wouldn’t be enough.” 

“If Old Man Duotian were to face the Divine Phoenix Sect’s Phoenix Spirit... who would come out 

ahead?” the green-robed man standing beside Zi Ji could not help but ask. 



Zi Ji silently thought for a while before saying, “If the description of Old Man Duotian’s strength that Sun 

Moon Divine Hall provided was no exaggeration, Old Man Duotian would most likely win... he would 

even beat the Divine Phoenix Sect’s Ancestral Phoenix God in an overwhelming manner. This is probably 

also the biggest reason why Yun Che dared to kill two Divine Phoenix Sect Monarchs.” 

“Having absolute strength, unlimited potential and a backing that is overbearing. His personality is even 

cruel and resolute...” Zi Ji let out a long sigh as he uttered, “This kind of person, unless we are certain 

that we can kill him, we must not offend him. 

“And if we have absolute confidence in killing him... we must not waste one moment in killing him! The 

sooner he dies, the better. We cannot have any bit of sympathy towards him!” 

“What shall this subordinate do next? Feng Tianwei has already appeared, and all the other Divine 

Phoenix Monarchs would probably leave Phoenix Fire Divine Realm. This subordinate is afraid that it’s 

already to difficulty to blend among them.” 

“There is already too much of a commotion, so we no longer need to observe from up close. Swiftly 

inform Absolute Monarch Sanctuary, Sun Moon Divine Hall and Mighty Heavenly Sword Region that Yun 

Che has killed Feng Tianyu and Feng Tianqing. Two Monarchs falling in the hands of a twenty-two year 

old; this is no longer a simple matter of grudge between Yun Che and Divine Phoenix Sect.” 

“Understood!” 

—————————————— 

The wind howled as Yun Che flew out of the boundaries of Divine Phoenix City towards the south. 

Behind him, an enormous red figure was chasing him. This figure seemed to be slowly approaching him 

as time passed. 

“What are you planning to do?” Sensing Yun Che’s chaotic wave of emotion, Jasmine asked, “What 

you’re considering now doesn’t seem to be how to shake the old man behind you off.” 

Yun Che did not reply at all; only his eyes constantly twitched. No one seemed to know what he was 

thinking about. 

“In fifteen minutes at most, he’ll be able to catch up to you. However, if you activated your Purgatory 

gate now, it would only take you fifteen minutes to completely shake him off as well,” Jasmine said in a 

low voice. 

“...Jasmine, what might be the consequences if I were to destroy Phoenix City?” Yun Che placed his right 

hand on his chest as he took in the essence of heaven and earth to swiftly recuperate his injuries. His 

voice was exceptionally calm, without even a hint of nervousness from being chased by a level six 

Monarch. 

“Hmph, it sure matches your personality.” Jasmine did not give a straightforward reply, but instead 

laughed coldly, “You killed four Divine Phoenix Princes, numerous elders, two Monarchs and sent their 

entire sect into a sea of chaos. All that’s missing is digging out their ancestors’ graves. You’ve only 

suffered some moderate injuries currently, yet you have so much hatred and killing intent towards 

them.” 



“All of those were what they deserved. I have already been magnanimous enough with them.” Yun Che 

replied softly. He continued to speed up though. At his current speed, he could prevent himself from 

being caught by Feng Tianwei in a short amount of time, while at the same time, he could also stabilize 

his injuries at a relatively swift pace. 

“I never wanted to act so cruelly at the start, but since even Feng Tianwei has appeared, and he is much 

stronger than expected, I have no choice but to deliver the final big gift earlier!” 

Jasmine, “...” 

Unknowingly, they had already traveled for hundreds of kilometers, and Feng Tianwei, who was 

originally kilometers behind Yun Che, was now less than six hundred meters away from him. 

Divine Phoenix City had also long vanished from their sight. 

Contrary to the composed Yun Che, Feng Tianwei, the chasing party who also possessed overwhelming 

strength, was actually the one who was completely shocked instead. He had already used his full 

strength and pushed his speed to the very limits, yet in the few hundred kilometers of chase, not to 

mention catching up to Yun Che, he had only closed the distance between them by about one and a half 

kilometers only.. 

Previously in Phoenix City, after he had injured Yun Che, he did not give chase immediately. Instead, he 

examined Phoenix City’s condition first. As a level six Monarch, Feng Tianwei felt that chasing Yun Che, 

who was severely injured and whose strength was far below his, would undoubtedly be an easy task. 

However, in all actuality, he was constantly shocked along the chase. 

The profound energy fluctuations Yun Che emitted while escaping was indeed only at the third level of 

the Emperor Profound Realm. However, his speed while being injured only paled slightly in comparison. 

Furthermore, when Yun Che was flying, his aura was extremely stable; it didn’t have any disruptions in 

the slightest. Obviously, the injuries Yun Che received were not as severe as he originally thought. 

Someone in the Emperor Profound Realm would actually possess such speed! 

When he appeared, his rage lead him to use at least seventy percent of his profound strength... Yet, this 

only caused Yun Che to receive injuries that was insufficient to disrupt his breathing?! 

Feng Tianwei was both shocked and doubtful at the same time. Like Feng Tianyu before, the killing 

intent in his heart grew ten times greater than he previously had. 

This person... absolutely cannot be spared!!! 

At present, Yun Che no longer had anywhere to escape. Although Yun Che’s speed was extremely 

abnormal, Feng Tianwei had finally caught up to him within six hundred meters. If Feng Tianwei could 

get a little bit closer, he could directly attack Yun Che and knock him down from the sky. 

And this time, he was going to use all his might to ensure Yun Che’s death in the shortest time possible! 

Feng Tianwei’s scarlet eyes had a bone chilling gaze. As the Phoenix Grand Sect Master, he originally 

could not be bothered to personally go after a junior. However, this junior had made him feel an 

extreme sense of danger... Although Yun Che had saved Feng Xue’er, the most important person within 



Divine Phoenix Sect, without regard for his life three years ago, now that he had become a massive 

threat and the sect’s mortal enemy, he definitely had to die! 

As a cold sheen flashed, both of Feng Tianwei’s arms ignited with Phoenix Flames. He started to 

concentrate his profound energy, waiting until he got close enough before mercilessly attacking. At this 

time, he noticed that Yun Che suddenly slowed down, massively reducing the gap between them. 

“Finally running out of steam!” Feng Tianwei muttered as he lifted his arms that were concentrated with 

phoenix energy... right at the moment when he was about to strike, Yun Che, who had been standing 

right there, had suddenly disappeared from his sight. 

Feng Tianwei’s brows tightly knitted together as he rushed swiftly to the spot where Yun Che was and 

scanned the surrounding area... Yun Che’s figure had disappeared, but what truly shocked Feng Tianwei 

was that even his aura had completely disappeared as well! 

Profound concealing techniques were nothing new, but for Monarchs, profound concealing techniques 

were nothing but a joke. Because no matter how perfectly the body was hidden, it was still impossible to 

hide the profound aura from the all powerful senses of a Monarch. 

Therefore, when Feng Tianwei saw that Yun Che had disappeared, his brows shifted slightly... and in the 

next instant, his expression changed drastically. 

Not only had Yun Che’s body disappeared, even his aura had completely vanished... Furthermore, Yun 

Che had completely vanished while Feng Tianwei was staring at him and had his senses locked onto him. 

In his hundreds of years of life, he had neither encountered nor heard of such a thing before. 

He released his profound aura to its very limits, and within a radius of several dozens of kilometers, not 

to mention living beings, even the movement of a blade of grass could not escape from his senses. 

However, even though after searching with all his strength for some time, within the radius of his 

senses, he could not detect any trace of Yun Che. 

“Yun Che, show yourself!!!” Feng Tianwei scanned the area as he shouted with a thunderous voice. Due 

to his intense rage, the Phoenix Flames within his body surged and blasted out viciously! 

BOOM! Several dozens of kilometers had instantly turned into a sea of flames... 

Riiip!! 

Following the shrieks of the space, Yun Che reappeared in the skies above Phoenix City and floated at an 

altitude of ten kilometers above the ground. On his body, a scarlet flame burned, releasing a glow that 

was not too strong... This time, he was not using Phoenix Flames, but instead the Golden Crow Flames 

which were much hotter, violent and heartless. 

In his hands, he kept the palm-sized Primordial Profound Ark. Gradually, he opened his arms, causing 

the flames on the surface of his body to become denser. But although the glow wasn’t too eye-catching, 

it still creepily turned the sky redder and redder. 

Before long, the sky above Yun Che had turned into a ferocious scarlet golden color. The scarlet golden 

area was constantly moving, as though it was flowing lava. Yun Che’s body also gradually descended, 



and each time he descended, the scarlet golden area would spread. At the same time, a terrifying 

scorching heat started to envelop the ground below. 

“Destruction Domain... Yellow Spring Ashes...” Yun Che’s entire body was now shining in a scarlet golden 

color. Especially his eyes, which were so eye catching that they already seem to be burning, and his 

mouth, which seemed to be uttering the curses of a devil. 

Yun Che’s previous attacks had killed the Divine Phoenix Sect Great Elder, had severely injured five other 

elders, and had taken the lives of hundreds of disciples. The five severely injured Phoenix elders had all 

been sent to the Medicinal Hall, while a group of Phoenix Sect Disciples stayed behind to clear up the 

mess. Although the Grand Sect Master, Feng Tianwei had personally come out of seclusion and this 

disaster could also finally come to an end since Yun Che could not possibly escape from Feng Tianwei’s 

clutches, no matter how miserably Yun Che died in the hands of Feng Tianwei, there was no way of 

recovering Divine Phoenix Sect’s losses. 

Especially the fall of two Monarchs. 

That was why Phoenix City was in such a gloomy state, to point where not even a single person could 

manage to laugh. 

Feng Hengkong, along with the other Phoenix elders, had also gone to the Medicinal Hall to help 

stabilize the injuries of the five severely injured Elders. 

“Royal Father, I have already sent personnel out of the city to search for the remains of the two Grand 

Elders.” Seeing Feng Hengkong’s dark expression, Feng Ximing touched his lips and stopped speaking. 

“Haah.” Feng Hengkong let out a long sigh. With a sorrowful expression, he regretfully said, “If only 

yesterday, we... had directly begged Royal Father to take action...” 

“This is not Sect Master’s fault.” Fourth elder shook his head and continued, “No one could have 

expected that Yun Che’ strength would be at such a level. On the first few days, Yun Che would always 

try to escape after making his kill. He must have intended to hide his true strength in order to make us 

careless.” 

Two Monarchs, four princes, six elders... Such severe damage had never happened in the history of the 

Divine Phoenix Sect. 

This was a disaster and shame that the sect could never ever forget. 

Feng Hengkong closed his eyes and uttered in misery, “All has already been lost. Now I can only hope 

that Xue’er has not been alerted...” Thinking about the shattering of the Phoenix Fire Barrier, he could 

only shake his head in grief, “I’m afraid this can no longer be kept from Xue’er...” 

But before he could finish speaking, Feng Hengkong’s expression suddenly darkened. At the same time, 

the various elders, who were treating the five severely injured elders, looked up as their expressions 

darkened as well. 

Because, the temperature of the air suddenly rose at a frightening rate. A frightening pressure, which 

was was not too strong but still felt like a demon had just descended from the sky, was growing and 

approaching at a significant pace. 



BOOM!!! 

Feng Hengkong broke through the roof and flew up. As he looked up, he could see a circular scarlet 

golden area in the skies in the distance, which caused the surrounding skies to turn red from its 

brilliance. Below the scarlet golden glow, there was a figure that should have never been there. 

“Yun... Che?!!” 

Feng Hengkong’s eyes seemed as though they have been stabbed by a million needles and shrunk to the 

smallest they had ever been in his entire life. 

Chapter 718 - Yellow Spring Ashes 

The scorching radiance shone down from the skies, illuminating every corner of Phoenix City with a 

scarlet golden glow. The source of the glow that was gradually descending like a purgatory of flames was 

currently consuming the heavens. It was so big that it nearly covered up a third of Phoenix City... and it 

was still continuously expanding. 

All the profound practitioners within Divine Phoenix Sect stopped what they were currently doing and 

looked towards the sky in a daze. They were so shocked that they were completely speechless. 

“What... is that?” 

Not just in Phoenix City, but also in Divine Phoenix City... and even its borders, everyone walked out of 

their homes and training grounds and stared dumbfoundedly at the dazzling blood-colored sun that was 

slowly approaching Phoenix City. 

Feng Hengkong’s eyes and the entirety of his face had all been illuminated till they were scarlet gold. 

Accompanying the scarlet golden glow, the temperature was rising at a frightening rate, but what was 

even more alarming was how unbelievably overbearing the pressure was... 

The pressure was as though doomsday had arrived!! It was many times more frightening than when Yun 

Che had previously used all his profound strength. In fact, he had never even felt such a frightening and 

overbearing pressure come from his father, Feng Tianwei... Under such intense pressure, his heart 

palpitated as each and every single cell and nerve within his body trembled violently. 

“What’s going on?” A Phoenix elder asked while trembling in shock. 

“Didn’t Grandfather leave to chase after Yun Che... How could Yun Che appear here? Where’s 

Grandfather?” Feng Ximing could not believe the scene before him. Less than fifteen minutes ago, Yun 

Che had been forced to escape within two moves of Feng Tianwei... Feng Tianwei’s attacks had all hit 

Yun Che cleanly. The fact that he did not die and still had the strength to escape could be considered a 

miracle already. At the very least, he should be suffering severe injuries, and there was no way he could 

escape from the clutches of Feng Tianwei. 

However, Yun Che had suddenly appeared here, and there was also no sign of Feng Tianwei. 

“Send a sound transmission to your grandfather immediately!” Feng Hengkong looked up in the sky, 

gritted his teeth and said, “Yun Che has many tricks up his sleeve, he must have used some unique 

method to escape your grandfather’s pursuit... Perhaps, he had intentionally lured your grandfather 

away! 



“Get your grandfather to swiftly return!” The soul shocking pressure had already caused Feng Hengkong 

to feel an immense sense of danger. 

“Yes, royal father!” Feng Ximing quickly took out a sound transmission jade with a Phoenix flame 

imprint. 

“Yun Che... what are you going to do!” Feng Hengkong howled in a low voice. 

Every member of Divine Phoenix Sect possessed the Phoenix bloodline, moreover, the Phoenix profound 

energy within them provided them strong resistance towards heat. But this time, the temperature of 

the air was already like scorching flames, and even someone as strong as Feng Hengkong started to 

swelter. For the lower level disciples whose profound strength was weaker, they could not help but use 

their profound energy in order to resist the heat. 

An increasing amount of water vapor started to rise up from every direction as the air in front of them 

visibly distorted. 

Following the expansion of the flaming hell, the surrounding temperature continued to rise. 

Yun Che stood about one kilometer in midair and stopped descending; his face was still slightly pale... 

because this “Yellow Spring Ashes Domain” had used up all of his profound strength, and he had almost 

unleashed every bit of strength he had. 

It was several times stronger than the “Yellow Spring Ashes Domain” that exterminated the seven 

hundred thousand Divine Phoenix Army previously!! 

“Feng Hengkong, look carefully. This place, which bore the will of a divine spirit but has since turned 

exceptionally dirty and vicious, will soon be eradicated forever!” Yun Che laughed coldly, his voice 

sounded like the howl of a devil. 

In Illusory Demon Realm, the Illusory Demon Royal Family relied on the first four realms of the 《Golden 

Crow’s Records of the Burning World》 to make all the living beings within Illusory Demon Realm serve 

under them. In Profound Sky Continent, Divine Phoenix Sect relied on the first four realms of the 《

World Ode of the Phoenix》 to dominate the Seven Nations. In fact, their short five thousand years of 

progress was catching up to the Sacred Grounds which had tens of thousands of years of history. 

Within Illusory Demon Realm, the strongest profound art was without a doubt the Golden Crow’s 

Records of the Burning World. Within Profound Sky Continent, the World Ode of the Phoenix was also 

widely recognized as the strongest profound art. 

As for Yun Che, not only did he possess a Golden Crow bloodline purer than the Little Demon Empress 

and all the past Demon Emperors, the current “Yellow Spring Ashes Domain” that he was using was also 

the power of the seventh realm of the 《Golden Crow’s Records of the Burning World》! 

In terms of profound strength, Yun Che definitely was not one of the best. 

However, the “Yellow Spring Ashes” that he had release this time was without a doubt the highest level 

and strongest profound skill. 

That was indisputable! 



Not just Feng Hengkong, even if all the previous ancestors of Divine Phoenix Sect were present, their 

hearts would also tremble uncontrollably in front of such an immense level of pressure. 

Yun Che’s words were not just empty threats. 

Once this domain had completely formed and came down to envelop them... 

It was enough to cover the entire Phoenix City and turn this sect, which had five thousand years of 

history, into ashes! 

Feng Hengkong’s entire body shuddered. The fear in his heart gave him the feeling that Yun Che was not 

just making empty threats... 

“Devilspawn. Even in facing death, you still speak so arrogantly!” Phoenix elder Feng Zhishui roared 

before muttering to Feng Hengkong, “Sect Master, he is currently staying in midair and doesn’t dare to 

come down. From the profound aura fluctuations on his body, he is clearly accumulating energy. Adding 

this to the fact that he was definitely severely injured by Grand Sect Master before, even though his 

presence is shocking at the moment, it’s likely that he no longer has the strength to defend himself... It’s 

the best time to attack him! 

“Let me reveal his true colors!” 

Feng Zhishui was extremely confident in his judgement. By the time he finished his statement, he had 

already jumped into the air and clawed at Yun Che. 

The truth was indeed not too far from his deduction... Although Yun Che was not heavily injured, at the 

current moment, all his strength was still being used on the Golden Crow Domain and he did not have 

one bit of strength to defend himself. 

Even so, how could a Phoenix elder possibly get close to Golden Crow flames emitted at full strength?! 

Feng Zhishui instantly soared several hundred of meters in the air as he shot straight at Yun Che. 

However, when he was about three hundred meters away from Yun Che, Feng Shuizhi’s expression 

drastically changed. His originally sprinting figure suddenly stopped at its fastest speed before 

plummeting to the ground. The moment he landed onto the ground, he laid on the ground and rolled 

several times as he let out continuous howls of pain. 

“Elder Zhishui!” 

All the present Phoenix profound practitioners were in deep shock. Feng Hengkong and all the other 

elders swiftly rushed forward, and when they got closer, a pungent charred smell wafted to their nose. 

As Feng Zhishui rolled around, all of his Phoenix robe, hair and beard had turned into ashes and fell off. 

His exposed body was half red, and the other half was black as charcoal! 

The most eye-catching were his hands... Everything below his arms disappeared, and all that remained 

were two segments of charred bones. 

“Sect Master... don’t get...close...” Feng Zhishui stretched out his right arm that was missing a hand. His 

face violently contorted in pain as he swallowed his words before eventually losing his life. 



The faces of Feng Hengkong and the various Phoenix elders had turned pale as a bone-piercing chill 

went down their spine. 

Feng Hengkong’s body trembled slightly as he weakly took two steps back. As he concentrated his gaze, 

he gritted his teeth before flying into the air and rushing straight at Yun Che. 

“Sect Master!” 

Feng Zhishui’s miserable state was right in front of their eyes. All the Phoenix elders, who were still 

frightened out of their wits, quickly flew up as they attempted to stop Feng Hengkong. 

However, Feng Hengkong was not as rash as Feng Zhishui. Immediately after getting into the air, he 

slowed down tremendously. His eyebrows tightly knitted together as he slowly but gradually 

approached Yun Che... With each step closer, the temperature would increase by a terrifying degree. 

When he was about three hundred meters high, he already felt uncomfortable to the heat despite being 

protected by phoenix profound energy that was in the tenth level of the Tyrant Profound Realm. As he 

neared another three hundred or so meters, his chest began to suffocate, and he felt as though he was 

standing at the edge of a volcano. 

Feng Hengkong gritted his teeth as his body ferociously climbed another thirty meters. However, his 

body immediately felt as though it had been wrapped by a layer of burning metal, causing his face to 

contort in pain. 

At this point, he was still at least four hundred meters away from Yun Che! 

Even though he was experiencing it for himself, Feng Hengkong still could not believe that just the 

temperature alone of the scarlet golden flames Yun Che released prevented him from getting within 

three hundred meters of him! 

Even his father, Feng Tianwei, could never do this!! 

Such a temperature from more than three hundred meters away. Just how frightening... was that 

flame?! 

“Sect Master, don’t get closer anymore!” 

The expressions of all the elders that followed behind turned pale from shock. Experiencing it for 

themselves, they finally understood why Feng Zhishui would end up in such a state. As they looked at 

Yun Che, their hearts madly trembled and what they felt could no longer be simply described as fear 

anymore. 

“Phoenix Fire Burning Heaven!!!” 

A Phoenix elder carefully retreated a few steps before concentrating all the profound energy within him 

to release the strongest flames he could muster. A massive pillar of Phoenix flames, carrying along the 

cries of the Phoenix, shot straight into the sky towards Yun Che... However, these flames had only 

managed to go on for a hundred meters before it shattered and dispersed into tiny balls of fire that 

disappeared in the sky. 

“Wha... whattt?!” That elder was completely stunned. 



“Sect Master, hurry and retreat!!” 

They had only stayed for several breaths of time, yet they already felt as though their bodies were being 

grilled above the flames of purgatory. If they were already facing this with their strength, any one of the 

guards or disciples would instantly combust in flames. 

Without waiting for Feng Hengkong’s reply, two elders grabbed onto his arms and forcefully brought 

him down from the air. Only when they had landed back on the ground did their breathing become a bit 

smoother. 

After personally experiencing how frightening Yun Che’s flame domain was, Feng Hengkong’s face was 

as pale as a sheet. The words Yun Che had said just now became much clearer in his head. It was as 

though a devil had imprinted a seal in his heart, causing him to tremble in fear, “Yun Che... What exactly 

do you want?!!” 

“What do I want? Didn’t I already say it clearly just now?” Yun Che sneered with a dark face as the 

Golden Crow Domain in the sky continued to expand. It was now nearly big enough to cover half of 

Phoenix City, “The moment this flame domain descends... will also be very moment your Phoenix City 

forever disappears from the face of this earth!” 

“You dare!!!” Feng Hengkong’s eyes turned bloodshot and his tone completely changed, “If you dare to 

harm one bit of my Phoenix City, we... we swear to eradicate every inch of your Blue Wind Nation!!” 

“HAHAHAHAHA!” Yun Che laughed hysterically, “Feng Hengkong, you really don’t know how to repent 

even when you’re completely defeated. I killed your sons as easily as I killed chickens without even 

bothering to blink... Tell me, do you think I dare?!” 

Chapter 719 - The Threat of Annihilation 

As the Golden Crow Domain continued to expand, not only did its scarlet gold glow cover Phoenix City, it 

even covered the entire Divine Phoenix City. 

The towering Black Moon Headquarters which soared into the clouds was also dyed a crimson-red. Zi Ji 

stood in front of his window and gazed towards Phoenix City. While doing so, his expression kept on 

changing, and every single change was incomparably dramatic. 

“Hurry up and go underground! Fully activate the protective barrier!” 

Zi Ji’s sudden command caught the blue-clothed person beside him completely off-guard, as the person 

responded in a rather dazed and soft voice, “Activa... activate the barrier?” 

Not even once had the Black Moon Headquarters activated their profound barrier in the past four 

thousand years! 

“The flame domain that appeared in the sky above Phoenix City...” Zi Ji heavily sucked in a deep breath, 

“It is definitely more than capable of destroying the entire Phoenix City! Its aftermath may even reach 

this place!” 

“But the Divine Phoenix Sect has more than ten Monarchs, how could they not defend against the flame 

domain of merely one Yun Che?” The blue-clothed person asked in a completely puzzled manner. 



Zi Ji’s gaze turned extremely cold before he slowly continued, “The strength of the flame domain that 

Yun Che opened actually isn’t too ridiculous at all, but the law of fire behind it is profound to the point 

of absurdity. Even with my high attainments in the profound way, I am still unable to grasp even a little 

bit of it! My spirit perception has not even come into contact with those flames, yet just coming into 

contact with the energy waves being released by those flames is enough to cause my soul to shake 

uncontrollably.” 

Blue-clothed person, “...” 

“The Monarchs of the Divine Phoenix Sect all have sufficient power to protect themselves in the face of 

this terrifying flame domain. However, in my opinion, even if all of them join hands and give it their all, 

the chance for them to completely cancel out this domain before it falls on Phoenix City is at most just 

twenty percent! 

“And it is eighty percent likely that this attack will end in the destruction of Phoenix City!! If the people 

inside the city do not evacuate immediately, everyone who is not a Monarch will be completely 

incinerated! 

“Even if all the people within the city can escape with their lives before the domain falls on them.... With 

the destruction of Phoenix City, the Divine Phoenix Sect’s medicine gardens, crystals, wealth and 

profound formations... the accumulation and foundation of thousands of years, will be destroyed in one 

fell swoop. Even though the entire Divine Phoenix Sect will survive and won’t be thrown into chaos, they 

will need at least a thousand years to recover their former glory.” 

Zi Ji’s words caused the blue-clothed man to be seized by shock. Yun Che killing two Monarchs at the 

Emperor Profound Realm had completely exceeded his comprehension. But right now, Yun Che was 

actually about to destroy the entirety of Phoenix City... and not even all of the Monarch of the Divine 

Phoenix Sect together were able to prevent it!! If not for Zi Ji personally stating it, he would have 

completely been unable to believe it. 

“Just what kind of... fire is that? Could it be that it is actually stronger than the Phoenix flames?” The 

Phoenix flames were the flames of a Divine Spirit, and it was publicly acknowledged as the strongest 

profound fire in this world. But given Zi Ji’s words, it was clear that the flames that Yun Che released 

were even more frightening than the Phoenix flames. 

“It is indeed a flame that is stronger than the Phoenix flames, and it is also far more terrifying than the 

Phoenix flames....” Zi Ji let out a deep sigh, but after which, the look in his eyes underwent the most 

imperceptible of changes before he mumbled softly, “Or perhaps it is just as the Sun Moon Divine Hall 

described, maybe this mysterious profound fire that Yun Che is using is the one his master, Old Man 

Duotian, used to incinerate a Monarch in the matter of seconds?” 

A profound energy vibration came from the blue-clothed person’s Sound Transmission Jade. The blue-

clothed person immediately snatched it up before speaking to Zi Ji, “Master, Feng Tianwei has already 

entered the boundary of the Divine Phoenix City at full speed, and he will arrive at Phoenix City in 

another hundred seconds.” 

“Even if he returns, there is nothing that he can do. Once he sees Yun Che’s flame domain, he will 

immediately recognize that he doesn’t have the ability to cancel out this flame domain which contains 



such bizarre and profound laws of fire. It seems like this time, even though Feng Tianwei personally 

went to battle, he will have no choice but to admit defeat.” 

“The Divine Phoenix Sect can still afford to gamble when it comes to the lives of their princes, but the 

destruction of Phoenix City is definitely not something that they can afford to risk,” Zi Ji said while 

closing his eyes. 

“What are you waiting for?! Go, hurry up and activate the protective barrier! If the shockwave reaches 

our Merchant Guild, even if I personally intervene, I will not be able to guarantee that nothing will be 

lost!” 

The blue-clothed person ran off as if his tail had been lit on fire. Zi Ji opened both of his eyes and once 

more fixed his gaze on Phoenix City. His spirit perception could already detect the aura of Feng Tianwei 

who was moving at the fastest speed possible. 

“Strange, it has already reached this point, yet why hasn’t their Phoenix God made an appearance yet?” 

Zi Ji faintly narrowed his eyes as he softly muttered to himself with a pensive expression. 

“Destroy Phoenix City? Just by yourself?” Feng Ximing roared, “My grandfather will arrive at any 

moment, and he will be able to extinguish that tiny bit of power with just a wave of his hand!” 

“His Highness is right!” stated the third elder of the Divine Phoenix Sect with his entire face a bright red 

and a body drenched in sweat. However, he still forced himself to remain calm. “Yun Che, I can tell from 

your current state that you are clearly an arrow which has reached the end of it’s flight and completely 

spent. Once Grand Sect Master returns, it will be your end! Grand Sect Master is a supreme Monarch 

and will not allow you to behave so arrogantly anymore!” 

“Heh,” Yun Che gave a mocking sneer. “To think that a ridiculously stupid piece of trash who was 

misdirected several hundred kilometers away because of a simple trick that I played is actually the 

Grand Sect Master of your Divine Phoenix Sect. That you all are not ashamed of him, that I can 

understand. But to think that you would actually use him to bluster in front of me, this is simply far too 

funny, hahahahaha!” 

“You... you dare to insult our Grand Sect Master!!” 

Yun Che’s words caused the faces of all the Divine Phoenix elders to go completely red as they boiled 

with fury. 

At this time, a frenzied aura could be felt barrelling its way over from the east, causing all of the Divine 

Phoenix Sect members to crow with joy, “It is the Grand Sect Master... Grand Sect Master has 

returned!!” 

Once the Divine Phoenix Sect members felt Feng Tianwei’s aura, their shock completely turned into joy. 

Previously, they had all been extremely worried that Yun Che would send the scarlet gold sea of fire that 

floated in the sky hurtling down towards them before Feng Tianwei returned. But now that Feng Tianwei 

had returned, the heavy boulder which was weighing down on their hearts had disappeared. 

Just as the cheers began to ring out, a beam of fire shot through the air, and following that, a fire-red 

silhouette appeared in front of Feng Hengkong and Feng Ximing. 



“Grand Sect Master!!” 

All the Divine Phoenix elders who were present excitedly surged forward as they all hurried to fall to 

their knees in greeting. 

“Grandfather, you came back at just the right time!” Feng Ximing strode forward as he respectfully 

greeted his grandfather, “This Yun Che punk used a ruse to escape Grandfather and come back here, 

then even arrogantly boasted that he would destroy our Phoenix City and spoke disrespectfully about 

Grandfather.... This devilspawn’s sins, even dying ten thousands times would not expiate them! 

Grandfather, you definitely must not show him any mercy.” 

“...” Feng Tianwei raised his head to look at the sky, not giving even the slightest response. When all the 

Divine Phoenix Sect members quietly raised their heads to look at him, they were shocked to find that 

Feng Tianwei’s face had become frighteningly grim. Not only were both his fists tightly clenched, they 

were even faintly trembling... rivulets of sweat could be seen running down his fingers, but before the 

drops of sweat could leave his body, the sweat directly evaporated into steam. 

“...” 

An extremely stifling and heavy aura radiated from Feng Tianwei’s body, one which was so oppressive 

that Feng Hengkong, the person standing nearest to him, found it hard to even breathe. And Feng 

Hengkong, who had finally just been able to loosen a bit of his tension, found his nerves stretched taut 

once more. He spoke to Feng Tianwei in a low voice, “Royal father....” 

Feng Tianwei did not pay attention to anyone else as he directly stared at Yun Che. His chest rose 

imperceptibly before he finally spoke, speaking slowly, “I, Feng Tianwei, have boasted of my wisdom and 

martial prowess for my entire life, yet I actually fell for your ruse so easily, it looks like for these last few 

centuries or so, I’ve really lived a dog’s life.” 

Whether it was his words or his disposition, Feng Tianwei was nothing if not calm. Because as the Grand 

Sect Master of the Divine Phoenix Sect, anyone else could descend into panic, but he alone had to 

remain strong. 

As to whether his heart was as calm as his expression, it was something that was known only by him. 

“It seems as if the Divine Phoenix Grand Sect Master is someone with a lot of self-awareness.” In the 

face of Feng Tianwei’s self-deprecation, Yun Che did not hesitate to twist the knife even further as he 

said, “In the end, you are still a Phoenix Monarch whose might and fame shakes the heavens, but the 

speed that you possess is simply too disappointing. I had originally thought that I would only be able to 

complete half of my destruction domain by the time you returned, but alas, who would have thought 

that you would be so slow that I have already completed eighty percent of it.” 

“You used some kind of dimensional displacement!” Feng Tianwei said coldly, “You purposely drew me 

two hundred kilometers from this place before using that dimensional displacement ability to return 

here and completing that destruction domain before I could return... it was a good trick indeed.” 

“Ah, I wouldn’t even call it a trick, it was merely something that I thought of on the fly.” Yun Che gave a 

sedate and cold chuckle, “This should have been the greatest and final gift that I was going to give your 



Divine Phoenix Sect. It is a pity that you actually dared to injure me as it leaves me with no choice but to 

deliver this present in advance!” 

“If I wanted to kill you now, it would be as easy as swatting a fly!!” Feng Tianwei raised his arm and 

flames suddenly burst into life in the center of his palm. 

“Hahahaha, then go ahead and do it!” Yun Che let out a wild laugh, “However, I have utmost confidence 

that I will be able to send this destruction domain hurtling downwards before you are even able to 

touch me. At that time, my one life will be exchanged with the lives of all the disciples within your Divine 

Phoenix Sect and the destruction of Phoenix City. No matter how you look at it, it’s simply too worth it.” 

“You...” Feng Tianwei’s arm trembled and even though his expression remained calm, he gritted his 

teeth so hard that he came close to breaking them. 

Although the rest of the Divine Phoenix Sect were unable to completely understand just how terrifying 

the flame domain Yun Che had created was, Feng Tianwei, even when he had been fifty kilometers away 

from it, could already feel his heart fill with fear and alarm. Now that he was just below the domain, he 

was even more shocked as he was now extremely clear on just how terrifying it was. 

If Yun Che truly sent this flame domain smashing downwards, he could preserve his own life, but even if 

he used all his strength, he would not be able to cause the domain to dissipate... and so, he would be 

unable to protect Phoenix City. 

And it was not only him, even if all the Monarchs within the sect came out of seclusion and joined 

together to try and stop this domain, they would not be able to do it either. 

Even though he could scarcely believe it and did not want to admit it, the aura, might, and principles of 

fire encompassed within the fire domain... was something that had clearly far surpassed the fourth 

stage of their Divine Phoenix Sect’s profound art, which was also the highest level their Phoenix flames 

could attain!! 

“You... just who are you!? And right now, just what kind of profound fire... are you using!?” Feng 

Tianwei strove with all his might to keep his cool. He knew extremely clearly that he would not receive a 

genuine reply to his questions, but in the hundreds of years that he had lived, this was the first time he 

truly wanted to know the answer to his question. 

Yun Che was only just over the age of twenty, with his profound strength being only at the third level of 

the Emperor Profound Realm, yet he was able to kill two Monarchs of his Divine Phoenix Sect and his 

speed was not any less than his own... just what kind of monster was he!? And who exactly was capable 

of breeding such a monster!? 

Just what kind of flame was he using!? To think that it would cause the body and soul of a level six 

Monarch who possessed the Phoenix fire to tremble with such fear. 

“Do you still need to ask? Naturally they are the flames that will punish your Divine Phoenix Sect and all 

of the people within it!” Yun Che said coldly. 

“You... if you truly sent that destruction domain hurtling downwards, the moment it engulfs my Phoenix 

City, it will also send shockwaves through most of the Divine Phoenix City as well. Hundred of 

thousands, perhaps even a million, of innocent lives will be lost! Do you not fear the wrath of heaven!?” 



Feng Tianwei said as he silently gritted his teeth, his mind was filled with racing thoughts as he sought to 

find a chink in Yun Che’s armor. 

“The wrath of heaven? Right now, I am the wrath of heaven that has been sent to administer your 

punishment!” Yun Che yelled in a dispassionate tone, “From the moment I have arrived at this Divine 

Phoenix City, everything that I have done to your Divine Phoenix Sect is due to your own folly, and 

something that all of you richly deserve! Today, even if the entire Divine Phoenix City is incinerated by 

this domain, the main culprit behind this event will still be your Divine Phoenix Sect!” 

As Feng Tianwei and Yun Che spoke, the aura within Phoenix City had grown extremely hot and 

oppressive. Moreover, their exchange had caused all those who were present to take notice of 

something—that even Feng Tianwei was unable to deal with the flame domain which was hanging in the 

sky! 

Feng Ximing took a huge gulp of air before moving forward to speak softly to Feng Tianwei, 

“Grandfather, don’t waste your words on him, I... I will immediately go to Phoenix Fire Divine Realm and 

get the other...” 

Feng Tianwei violently thrust out a hand as he made a move to obstruct him. This movement caused 

Feng Ximing and Feng Hengkong’s pupils to violently contract as the shock on their faces instantly grew 

by an immeasurable amount. 

“Royal father, is that domain... truly so terrifying?” Feng Hengkong’s voice was very soft but it was still 

accompanied by heavy trembling. 

Feng Tianwei slowly nodded his head and said in an extremely grave voice, “If it truly does descend, 

then not only will all of you die, Phoenix City will also be destroyed as well. And even if all the Monarchs 

within our sect join hands, we will only be able to watch it happen!” 

Feng Hengkong. “!!!” 

“How... how is this possible? How could Yun Che....” The already scorching air seemed like it would catch 

fire at any moment, but Feng Hengkong could only feel his entire body go completely cold. He suddenly 

quivered before anxiously speaking, “This Yun Che’s personality is most extreme, it is as if he is a literal 

madman. There is nothing that he won’t do... We need to immediately send out sound transmissions to 

get all of the people to evacuate Phoenix City, at least...” 

“No!” Feng Tianwei shouted sternly, “If Phoenix City is destroyed, it will not merely be our foundation 

that will be razed with it. What’s even more calamitous is the fact that the Phoenix God’s passing will 

also be completely exposed. At that time, the fate of a Divine Phoenix Sect with no guardian divine spirit 

or foundation will be... can’t you predict it!?” 

Feng Hengkong’s entire body shook fiercely and his face instantly became as pale as a sheet. 

As the Ancestral Phoenix God of Divine Phoenix Sect, the Phoenix Divine Spirit very rarely made an 

appearance. But during events which concerned the life and threatened the existence of the Divine 

Phoenix Sect, it was definitely bound to show up! Even though it was suspicious that the Phoenix Divine 

Spirit still had not made an appearance yet, in the end it would just remain a suspicion, and no matter 



how much the onlookers doubted, their doubt would be easily negated by the fact that the figure of the 

Phoenix God had just made an appearance three years prior. 

But if Phoenix City was truly destroyed and the Phoenix God still did not make an appearance... then, 

the truth of the Phoenix God’s passing would be completely exposed to the world. 

At that time, Divine Phoenix Sect would truly meet with the risk of being exterminated! 

Feng Tianwei raised a finger behind his back to tell Feng Hengkong to remain silent before he raised his 

head to stare directly at Yun Che and solemnly continued, “Yun Che, the invasion of the Blue Wind 

Nation was indeed the fault of our Divine Phoenix Empire. Originally, we had felt that conquering the 

Blue Wind Nation would be no harder than lifting our hands, but we never expected someone like you 

to ever appear from Blue Wind Nation! 

“Our sect has the protection of our Ancestral Phoenix God and even if your flame domain was ten times 

stronger, it still wouldn’t be able to touch even an inch of our Phoenix City. But my sect has sworn for 

generations that unless it is matter of life and death, we will definitely not borrow the power of our 

Ancestral Phoenix God. So now that this matter has come to a head, my sect is willing to admit defeat.” 

“Heh...” Yun Che’s brows sunk and a mocking grin hung on his face. However he did not expose Feng 

Tianwei’s blatant lie. 

And the only reason for that was naturally Feng Xue’er. 

If not for Feng Xue’er, he would have been more than eager to see Divine Phoenix Sect being completely 

clobbered into the ground by the Four Great Sacred Grounds who had long viewed them as a threat! 

“Yun Che, if you truly wished to destroy our Phoenix City, you would have long ago sent that destructive 

domain hurtling downwards. You tricked me into leaving this place in order to be able to complete this 

destruction domain, yet you intentionally waited for me to return, so it is clear that you do not want to 

go too far. Even though you have killed many princes and elders from our Divine Phoenix Sect, but in the 

end, you did save the life of Xue’er three years ago. In the eyes of my sect, Xue’er’s life is far more 

important than the lives of all the people that you have killed, so my sect also does not feel the need to 

take things too far with you as well.” 

In any other power or family, Feng Tianwei’s words would have caused discomfort and unrest but in 

Divine Phoenix Sect, no one thought that it was inappropriate. 

Because in the eyes of the entire sect, the life of Feng Xue’er was indeed more valuable and important 

than all the disciples, princes, elders and even the two grand elders who had died! 

She was much more important by far! 

And it was not the least bit exaggerated to say so!! 

“State your terms.” Feng Tianwei’s eyes were like those of a starving eagle but his tone was cold and 

crisp and there was no sign of panic in it, it was as if nothing had deviated from his plans, “As long as 

they are not too unreasonable, in order to protect Phoenix City, our sect is willing to accept all the terms 

and let you leave with your life.” 



“My sect has been established for thousands of years and in all this time, we have never made a single 

concession before! But, if you fail to see the kindness that is being shown to you, make unreasonable 

demands of us and cross the bottomline of my divine sect, hmph, then even though we will have to 

endure our Ancestral Phoenix God’s wrath, we will have no choice but to borrow its power. At that time, 

our Phoenix City will remain safe and sound, but not only will you die a miserable death, we will ensure 

that Blue Wind Nation forever disappears from the face of Profound Sky Continent and not a single root 

remains!” 

“The words of I, Feng Tianwei, are worth their weight in gold!” 

Feng Tianwei’s voice resounded throughout the entire Divine Phoenix City and each of his words were 

ear-splitting and shocking. 

If it was someone else, they would truly be stunned into insensibility by Feng Tianwei’s words. 

However, for Yun Che who had known long ago that the Phoenix God had already passed on, the latter 

half of Feng Tianwei’s words were not the least bit intimidating, and it almost caused him to burst out in 

laughter. 

Chapter 720 - Excessive Extent 

In comparison to Feng Hengkong’s frame of mind and shrewdness, Feng Tianwei was naturally far 

superior. 

However, the precondition of a psychological warfare was that the opposing party couldn’t know one’s 

secrets. Otherwise, one would have lost before even starting. 

Although he didn’t know, it was even more so the case for Feng Tianwei, as even within the Divine 

Phoenix Sect, only small number of people knew that the Phoenix God was dead. 

“Conditions? Heh heh, as expected of the Phoenix Grand Sect Master, how sharp and straightforward 

you are. Truly so much better than your wastrel of a son who inherited the position of Sect Master. 

Previously, I did not immediately act and instead gave you multiple opportunities. Every time I 

appeared, the first thing I would always do was initiate negotiations with your Divine Phoenix Sect and 

clearly list my terms. What a shame, even when I gave you people face you continued to throw it away!” 

“Yet now, you are the ones seeking to negotiate with me.” Yun Che squinted, his sarcastic gaze like a 

sharp blade as he looked straight at Feng Hengkong. “Feng Hengkong, I’m really lamenting on the behalf 

of the Phoenix disciples, princes, elders, and grand elders for the injustices they suffered as it was your 

foolishness which sent them to their deaths.” 

“You!” Feng Hengkong clenched his teeth as he almost spit out blood. As of this moment, he already 

could not help but acknowledge the bitter fact that he, the dignified Phoenix Sect Master, the Divine 

Phoenix Emperor, had suffered an utter and complete defeat before Yun Che. 

Starting from the first day, Yun Che had shown weakness as he knowingly proposed conditions that 

were impossible for the opposite party to agree to; conditions which would be viewed as jokes... Then 

he had gradually revealed his own strength. Every time, he would reveal a little more, and then he 

would propose another condition that they were even more so unable to accept. Each time, he made 

them think that it was already the limit of his strength... 



He had indeed come to negotiate and propose terms every day. However, every time, he had purposely 

proposed ones that they could not accept! Now that the time had come where they couldn’t reject the 

conditions, the conditions that he proposed were ones that they were even more unable to accept... 

The purpose of his revenge was not merely to kill and or injure them, but to also cause them to tremble 

in fear and to feel humiliation and regret... 

Just as Yun Che had desired, all of these feelings had been ruthlessly imprinted upon Feng Hengkong’s 

soul. 

Although they had been deliberately lead on by Yun Che, the loss of dignity, the collapse of Phoenix City, 

the deaths of the four princes, the five elders, and Feng Tianqing and Feng Tianyu... they had all 

happened because he refused to comply with the requests set by Yun Che time after time!! 

Now, faced with the crisis of extermination of their clan, they were the ones that had to take the 

initiative to seek out negotiations. 

All the deaths from before had been in vain! 

Such hatred, remorse, and fear had made Feng Hengkong’s heart twitch with pain to the point where no 

one knew just how many times it nearly shattered. 

Feng Hengkong knew that this was Yun Che’s cruel retaliation towards him, and that Yun Che had 

completely succeeded. At least, the present feeling of humiliation that Feng Hengkong felt was ten 

million times more painful than death. 

In front of Yun Che, he had suffered a crushing defeat. His profound strength was far weaker as well. As 

even Feng Tianwei’s back had become completely drenched in sweat when he personally faced Yun Che, 

it was clear that he, even though he was the Phoenix Sect Master... simply didn’t have the qualifications 

to go against Yun Che. 

“What conditions have Yun Che previously set?” Feng Tianwei turned to the side, asking Feng Hengkong 

with a sinking tone. 

Feng Hengkong pressed his palm against his chest and fully calmed his voice before he said, “He wants 

us to withdraw our troops by a set time, pay thirty billion purple profound coins as compensation, 

apologize to the Blue Wind Nation, and hang the imperial edict stating our apology on our city walls for 

at least ten years. Furthermore....” Feng Hengkong clenched his teeth: “Furthermore, he wants us to 

cede the entire Red Jade Region to Blue Wind and for Ximing to cripple his profound arts so that they 

can hold him as a hostage in Blue Wind Imperial City for a full fifty years!!” 

“...” Feng Tianwei’s brows were fiercely locked. To compensate, apologize, cede territory, and give away 

the crown prince as hostage... every condition along brought shame that had never before been seen in 

the history of the Divine Phoenix Nation, every condition trampled upon the five thousand years of 

dignity of his Divine Phoenix! 

“Grandfather, although Ximing is not powerful, I still have the identity of the Divine Phoenix Crown 

Prince! Even if I were to die ten thousand times, I still would never accept this humiliation! My Divine 

Phoenix also cannot suffer this humiliation!” Feng Ximing shouted with a trembling voice. Undoubtedly, 

he feared that under this kind of pressure, Feng Tianwei might actually accept Yun Che’s conditions. He 



was the Divine Phoenix Empire’s Crown Prince but if he were to cripple his profound arts and go to Blue 

Wind Imperial City, he would inevitably pass every second within the next fifty years in unimaginable 

humiliation. 

If he was still alive and able to return to the Divine Phoenix Empire after fifty years, it would be 

impossible for his crippled self to still be the Divine Phoenix Crown Prince. When people saw him, they 

would only think of the history of humiliation that he carried on his back. 

“Yun Che, if these are the conditions you put forward...” Feng Tianwei’s eyebrows slanted into a V-

shape, “Did you think there was a possibility that my Divine Phoenix Sect would accept these!!” 

“No, no, that’s not the case.” The anger and coercion Feng Tianwei had been secretly storing was just 

about to be surface until he heard the denial Yun Che gave while smiling, which left him stunned. 

Contrary to the chilling expression Feng Tianwei had, Yun Che’s expression was actually that of 

happiness, “Those were only just yesterday’s conditions. Your son should already clearly know. How 

could today’s conditions possibly be the same as yesterday’s?!” 

“Sss...” Feng Hengkong’s lip trembled, the nightmares he had experienced in the past three days 

hovered over his mind and soul. Each one had been more frightful than the one before and the pain, 

resentment, rage, regret, and humiliation accumulated one after the other... 

Thinking back to the Yun Che from the first day... he had seemed like the reincarnation of the 

benevolent Buddha from legends. 

“What do you mean?” Feng Tianwei’s brow sunk even deeper. 

“Royal father......” Feng Hengkong opened his mouth, however, he was not able to utter a sound for a 

long time. Finally, he lifted his finger, gathered the memories of the past days into profound strength, 

and passed it to Feng Tianwei’s soul. 

Suddenly, what Feng Hengkong had experienced when facing Yun Che in the past couple days was 

completely displayed within Feng Tianwei’s mind. His face did not change, but yet a quick glance 

revealed his fierce shock... 

He was not shocked by Yun Che’s schemes. 

Rather, he was shocked by the plans and methods he used which were more murderous than a devil and 

more venomous than a poisonous snake. 

Is he... really only twenty-two years old!?! 

“Hehe, Grand Sect Master need not worry. Although I, Yun Che, am not a good man, when facing your 

Divine Phoenix Sect, I believe that I have already offered the greatest amount of kindness of my life.” 

Yun Che gave a light chuckle; to anyone in the Divine Phoenix Sect, his words all seemed like jokes, only 

he himself knew that his words were true to the utmost extent: “These opportunities have been wasted 

by your arrogance and stupidity, you have no one to blame but yourselves. However the Grand Sect 

Master came personally and moreover, conceded on his own initiative, I naturally must give him some 

face as I am from the younger generation. Therefore compared to yesterday, today I will only slightly 

modify the three conditions.” 



After he read the memory fragment that Feng Hengkong had passed over, Feng Tianwei understood that 

Yun Che was more than just difficult to deal with... right now, it could be said that he was negotiating 

with a real devil. He raised his heal slightly and with a calm and tranquil tone, “Say it then, those three 

conditions.” 

“First, the compensation amount will be changed to fifty billion purple profound coins! Deliver it to the 

Blue Wind Imperial Family, not a single coin less!!” 

“Fifty... fifty billion!” The face of the Phoenix elders who were unable to accept the ten billion originally 

proposed by Yun Che twitched. Feng Ximing clenched his teeth, “Yun Che, quit daydreaming already!” 

“...Continue.” Feng Tianwei said in a deep voice. 

“As for the second...” Yun Che’s gaze fell on Feng Ximing, making his whole body tighten, “Yesterday I 

mentioned that your Divine Phoenix Crown Prince must come to the Blue Wind Imperial Family to be a 

guest. Who knew that the distinguished Crown Prince would unexpectedly be scared shitless, making it 

so that people pitied him just by looking at him. If he came to my Blue Wind Imperial City and became 

insane after being terrified, that would be too awful to see.” 

“Yun Che, you!!” Feng Ximing’s face turned jet black, he hated that he couldn’t use his mouth to bite 

Yun Che into pieces. 

“Therefore it would be better for this Divine Phoenix Crown Prince to not go to my Blue Wind Nation’s 

land. However there must be someone who will become a guest of my Blue Wind Imperial Family...” In 

front of everyone’s startled eyes, Yun Che’s gaze fell upon Feng Hengkong body, “Then the current 

Phoenix Sect Master will do. 

“Completely cripple Feng Hengkong’s profound arts, have him return to the Blue Wind Imperial City with 

me, and kneel in front of my royal father Cang Wanhe’s grave for one hundred years! 

“Not a single day less!!” 

~！@#￥%............ 

These words from Yun Che hit the minds of everyone in the Divine Phoenix Sect like thunder, causing all 

their faces to drastically change color, angering them to the point their their chests were about crack. A 

sound that resembled the the dislocating of bones could be heard from Feng Tianwei. 

Without waiting for their angry roar, Yun Che voice continued to ring, “Thirdly, within two hundred 

years from today, your Divine Phoenix Empire must present at least one billion purple profound coins, 

fifteen thousand kilograms of purple crystals, twenty five hundred thousand kilograms of profound iron 

and stones, and five thousand sets of phoenix fire weapons and armor as tributes to my Blue Wind 

Imperial Family!” 

“And every ten years, the quantity will increase by twenty percent.” 

“There can only be more, not less!!” 

Even if Feng Tianwei had several thousand years more of mentality and self-control, he would still wish 

that he could curse out loud at Yun Che while pointing at his face this instant. 



The faces of all the people in the Divine Phoenix Sect darkened, their expression uglier than if they had 

swallowed five tonnes of dog turd. Even if Feng Tianwei exhausted all his energy into constraining his 

anger, he was not able to keep a calm tone, and instead it trembled fiercely, “Yun... Che! I saw that you 

rescued Xue’er before and yielded to you on my own initiative, do not... go too far...” 

He could not find any words to describe his own emotions at the moment... The words “go too far” were 

simply not enough to express his anger towards Yun Che! 

“Go too far?” Yun Che’s eyebrows sank, his happy expression becoming incomparably cold, “Because of 

you, the lives of fifty million citizens of my Blue Wind Nation were lost. Countless people are destitute 

and homeless. For them, to mention a mere fifty billion purple profound coins; five hundred billion, 

even five trillion are not enough to return the lives of even one of their lives!! 

“Fifty billion in compensation, how is that excessive in the slightest!!” 

“The late emperor of Blue Wind and the royal father of my wife Cang Yue and I, Cang Wanhe, had 

always revered your Divine Phoenix and had not even a shred of enmity or disrespect for it. Yet you set a 

death trap for him... he who was also the emperor of a nation. My royal father was cruelly murdered by 

you, yet I have not said I wanted the life of Feng Hengkong, who should have died a thousand deaths, 

and instead wanted him to just redeem his sins for just a short hundred years, how is that excessive in 

the slightest!” 

“Since the founding of Blue Wind a thousand years ago, we have given your Divine Phoenix Empire 

generations of tribute for a total of a thousand years, never having a missed year! Now that your Divine 

Phoenix trampled upon my Blue Wind, all I’m making you do is a trivial two hundred years of tribute to 

my Blue Wind, is that also too excessive?!” 

“Feng Tianwei, you explain to me, was it I who bullied your Divine Phoenix, or was it your Divine Phoenix 

who bullied my Blue Wind?!” 

The last few words fell and Yun Che’s voice caused sand to surge through all directions throughout the 

entire Phoenix City, making every soul tremble. 

“Yun Che, there is no need to chew words with me.” Feng Tianwei looked sternly, the veins on his 

forehead looking ready to burst, “My Divine Phoenix can completely give the compensation of fifty 

billion purple profound coins to the Blue Wind Imperial Family, we can even cede the Red Jade Region to 

your Blue Wind! However, this is the bottom line that my Divine Phoenix can tolerate, as for the 

others...” 

“There is no need for you to waste your time talking rubbish with me, either.” Yun Che sneered without 

leaving any ground, “You only need to say whether you accept or do not accept, you do not have the 

qualifications to bargain back and forth. 

“Not even in the slightest!!” 

Every single one of Yun Che’s words were like thunder, and not the slightest room was left. 

“Grand Sect Master, regardless of my Divine Phoenix Empire or the Divine Phoenix Sect, none of them 

may be trampled and humiliated like this!” the four Phoenix elders shouted out. 



“We have the protection of the Lord Phoenix God. If he really is prepared to destroy Phoenix City at this 

moment, Lord Phoenix God will definitely appear. Each of this devilspawn’s words are just wishful 

thinking!! 

“Yun Che, you just wait to receive Lord Phoenix God’s anger and sanction!!” 

“Silence!” Feng Tianwei waved suddenly, bringing about a blast of turbulent wind. To the knowledge of 

the Phoenix elders and disciples, the Phoenix God still lived in this world, therefore, even though they 

were angry, their hearts were assured because they believed in the existence of the Ancestral Phoenix 

God. But the pressure that was put in the hearts of Feng Tianwei, Feng Hengkong, and Feng Ximing 

undoubtedly surpassed theirs by many times. 

Only they clearly knew that what they faced may be complete extinction. 

If it really reached that point, then Phoenix City would only be the starting point. The chain reaction 

from discovering that the Phoenix God was dead would be the scariest. 

Therefore, no matter what, they could not let Yun Che choose to sink the destruction domain. 

However the conditions he put forward...... how could they accept them?! 

“Good, very good.” Feng Tianwei looked angrily at Yun Che, his whole body trembling slightly. At this 

moment, the only thing he could take rely on was to use the Ancestral Phoenix God to frighten Yun Che, 

“What if I don’t comply?” 

“Then that’s great!!” There was no hesitation or disappointment. Instead, Yun Che’s face had a look of 

excitement as if he couldn’t wait to reply to Feng Tianwei, “Then let this Phoenix City forever vanish 

from this world!!” 

“Hahahaha!” Feng Tianwei raised his head and laughed wildly, “Indeed, I do not have the ability to offset 

your flame domain. But do you really think that with that much strength you can destroy this Phoenix 

City? I have said before, although my Ancestral Phoenix God rarely comes to this mortal world, if you 

dare sink that domain and threaten this Phoenix City’s safety, Lord Phoenix God will appear! With Lord 

Phoenix God’s strength, only a moment would be necessary to destroy this destruction domain and 

completely eliminate you from this world!” 

“Alright! Then I will throw this destruction domain down and see what your Divine Phoenix Sect’s so-

called Ancestral Phoenix God looks like!!” 

Even in Feng Tianwei’s dream he never would have imagined that Yun Che did not show the slightest 

hint of being intimidated or turn hesitant after he had shouted out “Ancestral Phoenix God”.; instead, 

Yun Che’s aura acutely shifted about, as his entire body burned with flames, striking a posture of 

immediately hurling the destruction domain down. 

“S... Stop!!!!” Feng Hengkong roared, his voice hoarse and fierce. Yun Che’s movements had startled the 

three of them almost to the extent of their souls leaving their bodies. 

Rrrmb... 



The sounds of profound strength rolled down from the skies above like thunder. The scarlet gold domain 

covered the entire sky like a slow moving sea of magma. The originally scorching hot temperature of the 

air surged again, and a judgement day-like aura covered all of Phoenix City. 

Under Feng Hengkong’s panic-stricken roar, Yun Che’s arm suddenly stopped. Despite the turmoil of the 

appearance of the destruction domain, he had at least not thrown it down. Yun Che overlooked them 

with a smile, “What happened Phoenix Sect Master? You have the protection of the great Phoenix God. I 

cannot possible damage the Phoenix City if I throw this down, it would be suicide. Could it be that the 

Phoenix Sect Master was actually worried about my life?” 

Yun Che’s voice, eyes, and aura clearly radiated confidence. Hence, Feng Tianwei began to feel that Yun 

Che already knew the truth that the Phoenix God was dead... 

Otherwise, how could he be so calm and resolute when faced against the “Ancestral Phoenix God”, 

which could even deter the Four Great Sacred Grounds! 

If it was really like this, then his final bargaining chip against Yun Che was useless. 

“Yun Che,” Feng Tianwei opened his eyes, his voice becoming low and drawn out, “Must you do it to 

such an excessive extent!” 

“Excessive extent?” Yun Che replied to him with an ice-cold sneer, “If I had returned one day later, than 

this Profound Sky Continent would never have a Blue Wind Nation again! In this world, anyone can tell 

me these words. Only your Divine Phoenix Empire... is not worthy!” 

Feng Tianwei: “...” 

Rrmmb...... 

The purgatory in the sky began to churn more and more violently. Hot and chaotic blasts continued to 

strike down from the air, especially around the edges of the domain. The scarlet gold boiling flames had 

already begun its slow downward descent. Yun Che lifted his head to take a glance. Then, he narrowed 

his eyes and said with a sinking voice, “This is only the second time in my life that I have used this 

destruction domain. Both times were given to your Divine Phoenix Sect. Feng Tianwei, you should have 

already felt that I currently do not have the strength to maintain its condition any longer. In roughly sixty 

breaths of time, it will completely break away from my control and even if I wanted it to return, it would 

be impossible. 

“In other words, I can grant you at most sixty breaths of time... to choose either survival or destruction!” 

The heat of the air had reached the extent where an average man would burn if he touched it, yet Feng 

Tianwei, Feng Hengkong, and Feng Ximing felt as cold as ice. The Phoenix elders had also begun to 

notice that something felt wrong and all of their gazes focused upon Feng Tianwei, not daring to say a 

single word more. 

“Grandfather...”Feng Ximing watched Feng Tianwei’s back, his face pale. He never could have imagined 

that Yun Che, who he had not paid any attention to back then, would in three short years, return and 

control the life and death of his Divine Phoenix Sect. 



“Royal father...” Feng Hengkong powerlessly uttered, then slowly stretched his right palm, silently 

pressing it to the position of the profound vein’s core position... 

His profound strength had just started to dissipate when a familiar aura touched heavily upon his soul, 

causing him to instantly lift his head, as though he had been electrocuted. 

In almost the same instant, Feng Tianwei, Feng Ximing... and everyone else’s gaze gathered at the same 

place. 

At this time, Yun Che’s facial expression suddenly froze as well... 

“Big Brother Yun... is that... you?” 

A young girl’s dream-like voice escaped from behind him, sounding like soft clouds, yet also reminiscent 

of the gentle weeping of the wind. 

 


